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have to self-isolate; so joining T`_ec`]dZ_TV
those fully vaccinated with
inety-six countries have
Covishield.”
"*&*+4V_ecV
Nagreed to mutual recogniThe changes will come

tion of Covid-19 vaccination
certificates with India, Union
Health Minister Mansukh
Mandaviya said on Tuesday.
“The Government continues to be in communication
with the rest of the world so
that beneficiaries of the world’s
largest Covid-19 vaccination
programme are accepted and
recognised, thereby easing
travel for education, business
and tourism purposes, “
Mandaviya said in a statement.
“At present, 96 countries
have agreed to mutual recognition of vaccination certificates and also those who recognise Indian vaccination certificates of travellers fully vaccinated with Covishield/WHO
approved/nationally approved
Covid vaccines,” Mandaviya
stated.
Meanwhile, a week after
Australia permitted entry to
those administered Covaxin
vaccine, the UK Government
on Tuesday said the Indian vaccine will be added to the list of
approved Covid-19 vaccines
for international travelers from
November 22, meaning that
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those inoculated with the
Bharat Biotech-manufactured
shot will not have to self-isolate
after arrival in England.
Covaxin has been given an
okay in various countries till
now. But despite approval for
the jab, direct travel to some
countries is not functional yet,
as the Indian Government has
extended the suspension on
scheduled international passenger flights till November 30,
2021 amid the Covid-19
pandemic.
Only countries that have
air-bubble pacts with India
offer direct flights to their
location.
The encouraging development the UK approving

Coviaxin came days after the
World Health Organization’s
(WHO) Emergency Use
approved Covaxin, which is the
second most used formulation in India. Covishield, the
India-manufactured OxfordAstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine, was added to the UK’s
approved list last month.
Announcing the forthcoming addition of Covaxin,
British High Commissioner to
New Delhi Alex Ellis said,
“More good news for Indian
travellers to the UK. From
November 22 travellers fully
vaccinated with a Covid vaccine recognised by the WHO
for Emergency Use Listing,
including Covaxin, will not
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2012 indulged in rampant corruption. Rahul and Sonia
Gandhi broke all records of
commissions and created a
world record,” charged BJP
national spokesperson Sambit
Patra here as the Congress
accused the Modi Government
of condu c t i ng
an operation
to “cover-up”
corruption in the Rafale fighter jet deal and asked why it did
not initiate an investigation
into the role of a middleman
despite recovering incriminating documents from him.
Continued on Page 2
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Actual Control (LAC) in
Arunachal Pradesh, the Indian
security establishment said
here on Tuesday the hamlet is
in territor y controlled
by China.
It was also clarified that the
village with more than 100
dwelling units was built in the
area under the Chinese control
since around 1959 itself. The
Chinese forces overran an
Assam Rifles post then and
maintained an Army post since
then, sources said here.
This assertion came after
the annual report by the US
Department on Military and
Security Development released
on Thursday last week said
China has built a village in a
disputed area in the Arunachal
Pradesh sector.
“The village along the disputed border in the upper
Subansiri district is in the territory controlled by China.
They have, for years, main-
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on Tuesday asked his party colleagues to not stop or be afraid
of fighting against the “corrupt”
Central Government “as truth
was with them in every step.”
His remarks came a day
after a French investigative
journal
Mediapart made fresh
claims that alleged
bogus invoices were
used to
enable
French aircraft
maker Dassault Aviation to
pay at least 7.5 million euros in
secret commissions to a middleman to help it secure the
Rafale deal with India.
Congress accused the Modi
Government of conducting an

H

news conference, Fadnavis said
M/s Solidus Investments Pvt
Ltd (SIPL), a firm linked to
Malik, had struck a “land deal”
with Mohammed Salim Ishaq
Patel and Sardar Shahvali
Khan, both close aides of
Dawood. “Shavali Khan is a
convict sentenced to life
imprisonment in the March
1993 Mumbai serial bomb
blasts,” he said.
Continued on Page 2

In a chapter on the ChinaIndia border standoff, the US
Department of Defence said,
“Sometime in 2020, the PRC
(People’s Republic of China)
built a large 100-home civilian
village inside disputed territory between the PRC’s Tibet
Autonomous Region and
India’s Arunachal Pradesh State

4YZ_RYRd^RUVYfXVSfZ]Ufa
Z_EZSVecVXZ`_+4V_ecVe`D4
New Delhi: The Centre on
Tuesday told the Supreme
Court that China has made a
huge build-up in the Tibet
region and the Army needs
broader roads to move
heavy vehicles up to the
India-China border to avoid a
1962 war-like situation.
It informed the top court

that feeder roads like from
Rishikesh to Gangotri,
Rishikesh to Mana, and
Tanakpur to Pithoragarh which
lead up to the northern border
with China connect Army
camps at Dehradun and
Meerut which have bases of
missile launchers and
heavy artillery.
PTI
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rouble is mounting for
T
Union Minister of State for
Home Ajay Mishra Teni and his

operation to “cover-up” corruption in the Rafale fighter jet
deal and asked why it did not
initiate investigation into the
role of a middleman despite
recovering incriminating documents from him.
“When the truth is with
you in every step, then what is
there to worry about? My
Congress colleagues — keep
fighting like this against the
corrupt Central Government.
Don’t stop, don’t get tired, don’t
be afraid,” Rahul Gandhi said
in a tweet urging partymen to
corner the BJP led NDA
Government on this issue.
Continued on Page 2

son, Ashish Mishra, as Forensic
Science Laboratory (FSL) report
has confirmed that shots were
fired from the licensed guns of
both the accused Ashish Mishra
and Ankit Das, during the
Lakhimpur Kheri violence on
October 3.
The Lakhimpur police had
seized weapons — rifle,
revolver, repeater gun and pistol — licensed to Ashish and
Ankit. Ankit is nephew of former BSP MP Akhilesh Das. All
the firearms were sent for
forensic testing on October
15, the report of which came in
on Tuesday. The two are currently lodged in the Lakhimpur
Kheri District Jail.
Ashish, the prime suspect,
was arrested along with 12
others in the case.
He was named in an FIR
following allegations that he
was in one of the vehicles that
mowed down four farmers
protesting over UP Deputy

Chief Minister Keshav Prasad
Maurya’s visit. Farmers had
alleged that Ashish and Ankit
had fired several rounds during the violence. However, the
two accused had denied this.
On October 3, the lives of
8 people were claimed, four of
them being farmers protesters
who were allegedly mowed
down by the vehicles in the
convoy of Ashish. The farmers
have claimed that Ashish was
driving the SUV that allegedly crushed the four farmers.
They also alleged that Ashish
and Ankit had fired several
shots during the violence.
The Supreme Court on
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he Government on Tuesday
appointed Vice Admiral R
Hari Kumar as the next Navy
chief after Admiral Karambir
Singh retires on November 30.
Vice Admiral R Hari Kumar is
presently heading the Western
Naval Command.
Born on April 12, 1962,
Hari Kumar was commissioned
on January 1, 1983, into the
Executive Branch of the Indian
Navy. During his long and distinguished service spanning
nearly 39 years, he has served
in a variety of Command, Staff
and Instructional appointments. Vice Admiral R Hari
Kumar’s Sea Command
includes INS Nishank, Missile
Corvette, INS Kora and Guided
Missile Destroyer INS Ranvir.
Continued on Page 2
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tained an Army post in the
region and the various constructions undertaken by the
Chinese have not happened in
a short time,” sources said.
They said the village was
built in an area that was occupied by it around six decades
back. “The village has been
built by China in an area that
was occupied by the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) after
overrunning an Assam Rifles
post in 1959, in an operation
known as Longju incident
along the frontier in Arunachal
Pradesh.”
The annual United States
Department of Defence report
on military developments
involving China underlined
the US perception of the tension along the LAC and also
referred to the creation of a
Chinese village in Arunachal
Pradesh. The report was submitted to the US Congress.
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Delivering on what he had
called his promise of “a postDiwali blast”, Fadnavis accused
Malik of having purchased
2.80 acre plot of land from the
“front man” of Dawood’s sister
Haseena Parker — Mohammad
Salim Patel — and 1993 blasts
accused and Badshah Khan at
a throw away price in 2005.
Releasing the documents
relating to a 16-year-old transaction at his much-awaited

ays after a Pentagon report
D
noted that China has built
a village along the Line of

harpening his attack on the
SCongress
Modi Government, former
chief Rahul Gandhi

5PS]PeXbPRRdbTb<P[XZ
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ours after leader of
Opposition Devendra
Fadnavis sought to link him to
the underworld by alleging
that he and his family had purchased a huge plot of land at “a
throw-away price” from two
henchmen of Karachi-based
Dawood Ibrahim, Maharashtra
Minister Nawab Malik on
Tuesday threatened to drop a
“hydrogen
bomb”
on
Wednesday seeking to expose
Fadnavis’ mafia links when
the latter was the CM between
2014 and 2019.
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he ghost of Rafale fighter jet
deal has raised its head
again with a French media
report saying commissions
were paid between 2007 and
2012 for facilitating the jet
contract with India, prompting
the BJP to launch a scathing
attack on the Congress saying
there was not “a single defence
deal” which did not involve
“commission” during its regime
and alleged that “the address of
corruption is 10 Janpath”, the
residence of Congress president
Sonia Gandhi.
“The fresh French portal
has proved that the SoniaManmohan-led Congress
Government during 2007 to

into effect at 4 am on
November 22.
Besides Covaxin, China’s
Sinovac and Sinopharm, both
on the WHO Emergency Use
Listing, will be recognised by
the UK Government as
approved vaccines for inbound
travel, benefitting fully vaccinated people from the United
Arab Emirates (UAE ) and
Malaysia. These fully vaccinated passengers will not be
required to take a pre-departure test, day-8 test or self-isolate upon arrival.
“As we continue to recover from the pandemic and
expand our recognition of
international vaccines, today’s
announcements mark the next
step in our restart of international travel,” said UK
Transport Secretary Grant
Shapps.
“The red list and quarantine system remain vital in
protecting our borders and as
we’ve said, we will not hesitate
to take action by adding countries to the red list if necessary,”
UK Health Secretary Sajid
Javid said.

in the eastern sector of the
LAC.” “These and other infrastructure development efforts
along the India-China have
been a source of consternation
in the Indian Government and
the media.”
The village in question is
located on the banks of the
River Tsari Chu, and lies in the
Upper Subansiri district of
Arunachal Pradesh, an area
which has seen clashes between
India and Chinese soldiers
even before the 1962 war.
While China has maintained a small military outpost
in the area for more than a
decade, the situation changed
drastically in 2020, when it
constructed a full-fledged village and stepped-up road construction activity inside Indian
territory in the region.
Continued on Page 2
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irtually succumbing to
pressure, the Congress
Government led by Charanjit
Singh Channi on Tuesday
agreed to almost all the
demands of Punjab Congress
president Navjot Singh
Sidhu apparently ending the
deadlock between him and the
Chief Minister.
The Cabinet, in its meeting, decided to remove Amar
Preet Singh Deol as Punjab
Advocate-General
by
forwarding his previously sub-

V

mitted resignation to the
State Governor.
“The resignation of the
AG has been accepted by the
Cabinet today and the same has
been for warded to the
Governor...The new DGP will
also be appointed soon from
the panel of names submitted
to the Union Public Service
Commission (UPSC),” said
Channi while addressing
the media after the
Cabinet meeting.
The decisions came a day
after Sidhu launched a direct

attack in public against his
own party’s Government over
key appointments, including
APS Deol as Advocate-General
and IPS Sahota as the state
Director General of Police
(DGP). Notably, Sidhu has all
along been opposing Deol and
Sahota’s appointment, and had
even stepped down as the
State party chief seeking
their removal.
In an apparent attempt to
show that the two were now on
the same page, Channi and
Sidhu held a joint press briefing where the State Congress
chief expressed satisfaction
with the Cabinet’s decisions,
and assured to fully support
the Government.
An attempt was made to
send across a message that a
compromise has been arrived
at between the two sides.
Continued on Page 2

Monday expressed unhappiness over the pace of probe by
the Uttar Pradesh police in the
Lakhimpur Kheri case. The top
court bench headed by CJI NV
Ramana recommended a
retired HC Judge to monitor
the probe and filing of separate
chargesheets in mowing down
of protesting farmers by a vehicle and the lynching of the
accused cases.
Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi said it is clear from the
Supreme Court observation
that there should be an independent enquiry to get justice
in the Lakhimpur Kheri case.
Continued on Page 2
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ver 80 demoiselle cranes
O
have been found dead in
Karpada village of the district
in the past three days, with
health officials suspecting that
the birds have fallen prey to the
viral Ranikhet disease.
Carcasses of the migratory
birds, known as Kurjan here,
were first spotted by local
wildlife activist Bhajan Lal
Nain on Saturday. He informed
the wildlife department and
other wildlife activists, following which the forest department swung into action and
sent a team to the spot.
Senior
veterinarian
Sharavan Singh Rathore said
around 100 sick birds are being
treated and prima facie they are
infected with Ranikhet viral
disease.
Continued on Page 2
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Thiruvananthapuram: Kerala recorded 6,409 fresh coronavirus infections
and 384 deaths, raising the caseload to
50,27,318 and the fatalities to 34,362,
the state government said on Tuesday.
With 6,319 more people recovering from the virus since Monday, the

total recoveries touched 49,21,312
and the active cases reached 71,020
today, an official press release said.
Of the 384 deaths, 47 were reported over the last few days and 337 were
designated as Covid deaths after
receiving appeals based on the new
guidelines of the Centre and Supreme
Court directions, it said.
As many as 68,692 samples were
tested in the last 24 hours.
Among
the 14 districts, Thiruvananthapuram
recorded the highest with 972 cases followed by Kollam (789) and Ernakulam
(767).
Of the new cases, 32 were
health workers, 23 from outside the
state and 5,988 infected through contact, with the source of it not being
clear in 366.
There are currently 2,27,732 people under surveillance in various districts, of whom 2,21,995 are in home
or institutional quarantine and 5,737
in hospitals.
PTI
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arnataka logged 293 fresh
Covid-19 cases and four
K
deaths on Tuesday, taking the
total number of infections to
29,90,528 and the toll to 38,122.
The day also saw 323 discharges, taking the total number of recoveries in the state so
far to 29,44,422, a health
department bulletin said.
Out of 293 new cases
reported on Tuesday, 187 were
from Bengaluru Urban, as the
city saw 106 discharges and two
deaths.
The total number
of active cases in the state is
now 7,955.
While the pos-

itivity rate for the day stood at
0.36 per cent, the Case Fatality
Rate (CFR) was 1.36 per cent.
Out of the four deaths
reported on Tuesday, two were
from Bengaluru Urban and
one each from Belagavi and
Dakshina
Kannada.
Dakshina Kannada followed
Bengaluru Urban in number of
cases with 21, followed by
Mysuru 18, Kolar 12, Hassan
10, while the rest were scattered
in other areas.
Bengaluru Urban district
topped the list of positive cases,
with a total 12,53,177, followed by Mysuru 1,79,330 and
Tumakuru 1,20,903.
Among discharges too,
Bengaluru Urban was on top
with 12,30,380, followed by
Mysuru 1,76,725 and
Tumakuru
1,19,616.
Cumulatively a total of
5,15,72,429 samples have
been tested in the State so far,
out of which 79,996 were
done on Tuesday alone.
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n a landmark of sorts, Maharashtra on
Tuesday crossed the milestone of 10
Icrore
Covid-19 vaccination doses, even
as the fresh infections went up marginally in the state from 751 to 982 and
deaths rose from 15 to 27 during the last
24 hours.
“Today at 4 PM Maharashtra
crossed the benchmark of administration of 100 Million covid Vaccine doses.
It was possible with active involvement
of all District officers, Maharashtra
additional chief secretary (health) Dr
Pradeep Vyas said.
Till 5 pm on Tuesday, 4,07,875 were
administered vaccines in various parts
of the state. So far, 6,80,28,164 have
received their first dose in the state,
while 3,20,37,073 have got their second
dose. “A total of 10,00,65,237 have been
vaccinated till date in Maharashtra,” a
senior
official
said
Complimenting the Maharashtra
government for crossing the 10 crore
vaccination mark, Director-Critical
Care, Fortis Hospitals Mumbai and

Member of the Supreme Court-appointed National COVID19 Task Force Dr
Rahul Pandit, said, "It was a proud
moment when India completed administration of 100 crore doses towards the
end of October 2021. Standing in the
second week of November, today,
Maharashtra has completed 10 crore
vaccine doses to eligible beneficiaries!
This is undoubtedly a milestone worth
cherishing. The state has successfully
administered the first dose to 6.8 crore
people, and 3.2 crore have been fully
vaccinated."
"This accomplishment is a fruition
of tremendous hard work, strategic
acumen and timely intervention by the
state and civic authorities, governing
bodies, healthcare workers, community caregivers and responsible citizens.
However, we must not let our guards
down, and honour the efforts made
across the past 19months. If precautions
and Covid-19 appropriate behaviour is
not maintained, cases will be on the rise
again.
Celebrations like Christmas, New
Year are coming up soon, stay alert and
be cautious.. Let’s be responsible and

21B4c^dbTPSeP]RTSSPcPP]P[hcXRbc^
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New Delhi: The Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE) will use advanced data analytics to ensure fairness in the examinations it
conducts by identifying centres where there is
a high probability of recourse to unfair
means.
Examinations have to be conducted in a
standardized and fair manner. All efforts are
made to prevent the adoption of unfair means
through monitoring by appointing external
observers and flying squads, and use of CCTV,
said Antriksh Johri, Director (IT), CBSE.
"We have decided further to improve
upon it by using advance data analytics to detect
cases and centres where there is a high probability of recourse to unfair means during examinations," he said. A pilot analysis has been
done on January 2021 Central Teacher
Eligibility Test (CTET) examination data in collaboration with the Central Square Foundation
and Playpower Labs to develop algorithms to
identify suspicious data patterns at the centre
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From Page 1
Fadnavis charged that there was a
“direct underworld” connection in the
deal involving the purchase of a prime
plot of land worth several crores located on LBS Marg at Kurla in north-central Mumbai by Malik-linked SIPL for
mere Rs 30 lakh. Malik’s son signed the
“land deal”.
Demanding a probe into the “land
deal” by a competent authority, the former Chief Minister said, “There is a
direct connection in the land deal with
the underworld. I have documents of
five property deals. Four properties purchased were linked to the underworld.
I will hand over the documents to the
competent authorities -it could be the
police,
ED
or
NIA
and
demand a probe. As promised, I will
also hand over copies of the land deal
documents to NCP chief Sharad
Pawar”.
Charging that Malik did a “land
deal” with two individuals involved in
the serial blasts that rocked Mumbai in
1993, Fadnavis said, “His (Malik’s)
family purchased land from two
Dawood’s aides at rates cheaper than

and the individual test-taker level.
"Based on the analysis results and the algorithms developed, CBSE has decided that
such analysis will be extended to other administered examinations. The board will use
advanced data analytics to detect, respond and
therefore, in the long run, prevent any irregularities in academic testing across all major
CBSE administered exams in the country," Johri
said.
He said based on such analysis, CBSE aims
to identify examination centres where the data
indicates the existence of malpractices during
the conduct of examinations.
"Post this, appropriate measures can be
taken by CBSE to strengthen the reliability of
the examinations and to deter any such malpractices in the future. This will be used to
strengthen the reliability of National
Achievement Survey, Central Teachers
Eligibility Test and board examinations conducted by CBSE," Johri said.
PTI

market prices.
The two were about to get convicted under the TADA (Terrorist and
Disruptive Activities Prevention Act).
Under TADA, all properties of convicts
get attached and come under government control. Looks like the duo sought
and got the help of Malik to save prime
land from being attached under TADA
law.”
“At a time when the market rate was
Rs 2,053 per square foot in that vicinity of Kurla, Malik’s family bought the
prime plot of land at the rate of Rs 15
per square foot ( the deal was initially
made for Rs 25 per square feet and the
rate was brought down to
Rs 15 per square feet. In all, Malik’s family paid a small sum of Rs 30 lakh to
purchase a property worth several
crores,” the Leader of the Opposition
said.
Fadnavis said the land deal was
executed when Malik was a minister in
the
previous
Congress-NCP
Government at that time.
On his part, Malik dismissed
Fadnavis’ allegations by saying the latter was making “a mountain out of a
mole hill” and said that the much-touted about “a post-Diwali blast” fizzled out
even before it could be heard.
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From Page 1
The US Department of Defence report said, “Despite the ongoing diplomatic and military dialogues to reduce border tensions,
the PRC has continued taking incremental and tactical actions
to press its claims at the LAC.”Last month, Eastern Army
Command Chief Lieutenant General Manoj Pande told reporters
visiting Arunachal Pradesh that China continues to construct “dualuse” border villages which can also be used to position soldiers.China’s policy of building up habitations along the LAC in
Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh is a part of a multi-billion dollar
plan to ramp up infrastructure in the Tibet region. This includes
the development of massive road and rail infrastructure to border towns and a plan to reportedly build more than 600 fully developed villages in the region.
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From Page 1
She further alleged that the Uttar Pradesh
Government was standing with those who trampled down the farmers.
“In the Lakhimpur massacre case, it is clear
that the Uttar Pradesh Government is standing
with those who trampled upon the farmers,”
Priyanka tweeted in Hindi on Monday. She further alleged that the “father of the person who is
the main accused in trampling upon the farmers
(Minister of State for Home) has the protection”
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

encourage and help more and more people to get vaccinated.” Dr Pandit added.
Meanwhile, with 27 fresh deaths
reported on Monday, the total number
of deaths in the state increased from
1,40,403 to 1,40,430, while the total
infections -- with 982 new cases – went
up from 66,18,347 to 66,19,329.
As 1,293 patients were discharged
from the hospitals across the state after
full recovery, the total number of people discharged from the hospitals since
the second week of March last year
increased from 64,60,663 to 64,61,956.
The recovery rate in the state stood static at 97.62 per cent.
The total “active cases” in the state
dropped from 13,649 to 13.311. The
fatality rate in the state stood static at
2.12 per cent.
Mumbai with 3559 active cases
emerged as the first in the state in terms
of maximum number of “active cases”
in the state, while Pune with 2903 cases
stood second in the state, followed by
Ahmednagar (2311), Thane (1369),
Raigad (545), Aurangabad (473), Nashik
(392) Palghar (308), Sangli ( 280) Satara
(218) and Solapur (246).
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However, a similar “unsuccessful” attempt was also made
earlier when Sidhu and Channi
had together visited Kedarnath
temple and addressed the party
leaders in the evening. Even as
Sidhu had then claimed that “all
is well”, he launched an attack on
the Channi Government the
very next day.
The way for ending the
stalemate between the two top
leaders was paved by the State
party affairs in-charge Harish
Chaudhary a day before by
bringing Channi and Sidhu on
the same table to hold face-toface talks.
It has been learnt that Sidhu
has raised the issue of Deol and
Sahota’s removal, among others,
during the meeting. In turn,
Channi had assured Sidhu to
address the majority of his concerns in the next two-three
days.
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he CBI has sought sanction from the Government
to invoke the Official Secrets Act against arrested
T
Navy officers accused of passing on confidential information about India's submarines to "unauthorised persons" in lieu of bribe.
As the CBI probe in the case has revealed that confidential and sensitive information were leaked by the
booked Navy officials, the agency has decided to slap
Official Secrets Act against them, an official said.
Last week the agency charged a serving and two
retired officers under the Prevention of Corruption Act
and criminal conspiracy under the Indian Penal Code.
Following a reference from the intelligence agencies, the CBI had registered a FIR against two retired
Navy officers for trading confidential information on
naval projects in September. The CBI has not made the
FIR public. Sources said the FIR mentions that "confidential information on procurement of three hulls" was
leaked to outsiders for illegal gratification.
"Information regarding operations/procurement was
leaked from various Navy offices" and that the retired
officers bribed the serving officers for those details,
according to the FIR.

On Tuesday also, Channi
and Sidhu held another round
of talks ahead of the crucial
Cabinet meeting, in which the
government was expected to
take several key decisions.
Besides the decision on the
appointment of Deol and
Sahota, the Cabinet also
approved two Bills, to be tabled
in the Vidhan Sabha session on
November 11, aimed at providing cheap power, and cancelling two power purchase
agreements signed with the private companies by the erstwhile
SAD-BJP
Government.
In addition, the Cabinet
also passed the mining police to
bring down rates of sand in a
move to check the sand mafia addressing another demand
raised by Sidhu. Praising
Channi for fixing rates for sale
of sand in the State, Sidhu said
the Chief Minister has taken the
first step needed in controlling
sand and transport mafia.
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Convening a Press conference,
Congress spokesperson Pawan Khera
alleged that the BJP Government has
sacrificed national security, jeopardised
the interests of the Indian Air Force
and caused loss worth thousands of
crores of rupees to the State exchequer.
The documents detailed the stance
of Indian negotiators during the final
lap of negotiation and in particular
how they calculated the price of the aircraft. This gave clear advantage to
Dassault Aviation (Rafale), Khera
claimed, citing the Mediapart
report.
“The “operation cover-up” by the
Modi Government to bury the melting pot of corruption, kickbacks and
collusion in Rafale deal is once again
exposed,” he said. “The BJP
Government undermined national
security, jeopardised the interests of the
Indian Air Force and caused loss
worth thousands of crores to our
exchequer,” Khera said.
Each revelation in the “murky
affair in the last five years, every single allegation and each piece of the
puzzle leads right up to the topmost
leadership of the country-- the Prime
Minister’s doorstep”, he said.
Khera alleged that the latest revelations in “operation cover-up” reveal
the “dubious nexus” between the Modi
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Patra said during the Congress
regime no defence deal was finalised
without a commission and “the
UPA Government indulged in a
deal within a deal but even then
could not seal a deal”, Patra said.
The Modi Government had
inked the deal on September 23,
2016, to procure 36 Rafale jets
from Dassault Aviation after a nearly seven-year exercise to procure 126
Medium Multi-Role Combat
Aircraft (MMRCA) for the Indian
Air Force did not fructify during the
UPA regime. A batch of Rafale jets
has already joined the Indian Air
Force this year amidst continuing a
stiff standoff between the Indian
Army and the Peoples Liberation
Army on the Eastern Ladakh along
the Line of Actual Control.
Patra said, “We had not seen the
agreement of purchase but an agreement of commission has definitely
come before us and the Congress
Government not only engineered a
conspiracy to grab commission but
it has already been gone into their

Government-CBI-ED to bury the corruption in the Rafale deal.
The Congress leader asked
whether it is not correct that the
Enforcement Directorate (ED) recovered “secret Defence Ministry documents” from the middlemen in a raid
conducted on March 26, 2019. The
documents, he claimed, included the
“benchmark price document” of
August 10, 2015, the “record of discussions” by the INT of the Defence
Ministry, the “excel sheet of calculations made by Defence Ministry” and
“Eurofighter’s counter offer of 20 per
cent discount to government of India”.
Khera alleged that a note of June 24,
2014, sent to Dassault by Gupta, offering a meeting with “the political high
command” was also recovered and
asked if such a meeting had taken place
with the “high command” in the
Modi Government.
“This is nothing short of endangering national security, sedition and
a gross violation of Official’s Secrets
Act,” he alleged. “Why did the ED not
pursue these evidences further to
investigate the scam? Why did the
Modi Government then not take
action against Dassault, the political
executive or the defence ministry
officers who leaked the documents?
Which ‘Chowkidar’ sold India’s nationalsecrets,” Khera asked.

hands”.
Sharpening its attack on the
Congress which had earlier accused
the Modi Government of receiving
commission in the jet deal, the BJP
leader sought to ask “ Who says
Corruption has no address?, Its
address is 10, Janpath and since the
arrival of the BJP Government corruption has become homeless and
Gandhi family have turned helpless..”, he said.
Patra said the INC (Indian
National Congress) should be
renamed as “I Need Commission”
and alleged that the Congress’ dissatisfaction with the cut on offer was
behind the failed negotiations when
it was in power.
He mounted a direct attack on
the Congress leadership, particularly
on Rahul who has been alleging corruption in the purchase of the
fighter aircraft by the Modi
Government and accused him of
spreading “canard, disinformation
and lies”. Patra sought Rahul
Gandhi’s response to the fresh revelation by French investigative journal Mediapart.
He should respond to this from
Italy, Patra said, citing reports that
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The viscera samples of
some dead birds have been sent
to a laboratory in Bhopal and
the report is expected in two
days.
Ranikhet disease, which is
also know as Newcastle disease
in the west, is an acute viral disease that affects the respiratory system of avians and is
highly fatal.
“We immediately started
our investigation and found the
deaths caused by Ranikhet disease based on symptoms. In
order to make sure that the
infection did not spread to
other birds, we disposed of the
carcasses at a distant place in
deep pits to do away with the
possibility of dogs or other animals digging out them”, said a
forest official.
The veterinarians also
began with treatment of sick
birds, which were not able to fly
and dropped medicines in
water points.
“We have also dissolved
medicines in water points so
that it could treat the already
infected birds and protect other
healthy birds from this dreaded infection”, said Rathore.
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He also commanded
Indian Navy’s Aircraft Carrier
INS Viraat. He served as Fleet
Operations Officer of the
Western Fleet. Before taking
over as Western Command
chief, he was Chief of
Integrated Staff Committee of
Headquarters Integrated
Defence Staff(IDS).
Kumar has undergone
courses at the Naval War
College, US, Army War
College, Mhow and Royal
College of Defence Studies,
UK. He has been decorated
with the Param Vishist Seva
Medal (PVSM), the Ati Vishist
Seva Medal (AVSM) and
Vishist Seva Medal(VSM),
defence ministry officials said.

the Congress leader is currently not
in India.
BJP leader castigated the
Congress Government for delaying
all defence purchases with what he
said an intent to extract commissions and thus leaving Indian
security in jeopardy.
“Under the UPA Government’s
regime for ten years Indian Air force
did not have fighter aircrafts and for
a decade only agreement was made
and deal was deliberately stuck
solely for extracting the commission.. this agreement was not for the
aircraft purchase but for the commissionâ ¦”, Patra alleged.
Political battle over the matter
has heated up after Mediapart made
fresh claims that bogus invoices
were used that enabled French aircraft maker Dassault Aviation to pay
at least 7.5 million euros in secret
commissions to a middleman to
help it secure the Rafale deal with
India.
According to Mediapart’s investigation, Dassault Aviation paid the
kickbacks to the intermediary in
Mauritius between 2007 and 201
when the Congress-led UPA was in
power between 2004 and 2014.
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elhi Environment Minister
Gopal Rai on Tuesday said
D
that in order to curb air pollution the second phase of the
anti-dust campaign will be run
from November 12 to
December 12.
Addressing the media at
Delhi Secretariat, Rai said, “To
curb instances of open burning
in Delhi, we will be launching
‘Anti Open Burning Campaign’
from November 11 to
December 11 in the Capital.
And 550 teams from 10 depart-

ments have been handed over
responsibility for the same.”
The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
leader said an important highlevel meeting on pollution was
held and soon concrete measures will be implemented.
While Rai is yet to hear
from the Union Environment
Minister Bhupendra Yadav,
Delhi’s AQI improved slightly
from severe to very poor.
According to SAFAR winds
coming from the north-west
direction at 925 mb are
favourable for transport of
stubble related pollutants to
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Delhi. “However, its impact on
Delhi’s PM2.5 has reduced as
wind speed has reduced.
Tuesday’s share of crop residue
burning is 30 per cent in
PM2.5. The AQI is likely to
improve further but remain in
very poor category,” it added.
Meanwhile, the city
Government has directed all
departments to form their own
anti-dust cells.
“GRAP will further crack
down on the source of pollution. Gensets and open fires
will be banned while public
transport will be promoted in

accordance with GRAP. Watersprinkling will be accelerated as
400 tankers are set to make
rounds across Delhi to reduce
pollution. Spraying of the biodecomposer over 4,000 acres
will be completed by November
20,” Rai said.
Sharing the minutes of the
meeting, the Minister said representatives of all agencies – the
Delhi Development Authority
(DDA), all three wings of the
Municipal Corporation of
Delhi (MCDs) attended.
“The meeting concluded
with five crucial decisions
being taken to bolster the fight
against pollution in Delhi. The
four main sources of pollution
in Delhi include dust pollution,
vehicular emissions, burning of
waste and landfills and stubble
burning which are responsible
for heightening the intensity of
pollution from within the
Capital,” he said.
“First, while we know it is
not in our hands to control the
external sources of stubble
burning pollution in Delhi, we
will launch a complete prohibition on open burning
throughout Delhi.
This ‘Anti Open Burning
Campaign’ will be run for a
month from November 11 to
December 11.
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AP leader and Delhi
Environment Minister
A
Gopal Rai on Tuesday said

free spraying of the Pusa biodecomposer will be ensured
in Punjab to curb crop residue
burning if his party forms the
Government in the State.
The Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) is the main Opposition
party in Punjab, where
Assembly elections are slated
for next year. Farmers cannot
be blamed for unrestrained
crop residue burning in
neighbouring States as it is the
Governments there which
have failed to provide an
alternative, Rai said.
The share of farm fires in
Delhi’s pollution rose to a
three-year high of 48 per cent
on Sunday, and on Monday,
Government agencies reported 5,450 farm fires, the highest this season, in the neighbouring States of the national Capital.

“Farmers are not at fault.
Any statement against them
does not make any sense.
The Governments had to provide a solution. We have
shown (how stubble burning
can be curbed) in Delhi.
Other States lack the will to do
it,” the Environment Minister
said”We will ensure free
spraying of bio-decomposer
in every field in Punjab if we
form a Government in the
State ... Like we did in Delhi,”
Rai told reporters in response
to a question.
He said that Punjab,
which generates around 20
million tonnes of paddy straw
annually, will become free
from crop stubble burning if
the AAP forms a Government
in the State. The Delhi
Government has made
arrangements for free spraying of Pusa bio-decomposer,
a microbial solution which
can turn stubble into manure,
over 4,300 acres belonging to
844 farmers in Delhi.
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elhi Police has registered
D
an First Information
Report (FIR) after a woman
alleged that a man raped her
after forcefully taking her to a
hotel room in Dwarka on the
pretext of providing her a job.
Police said that the hotel
manager Sanjay Kumar Mahto
(28) has been arrested and
police teams have been sent to
different locations to arrest
the accused, who is absconding.
According to Shankar
Choudhar y, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Dwarka district, the
incident took place on
November 6 and according to
the victim’s complaint, a man
named Ankit Sehrawart had
been contacting her on the pretext of providing a job.
“On the day of the incident,
he picked her up on his bike
and allegedly took her to a
hotel. When she refused to
check-in to the hotel, the
accused assured her that he
knows everyone and claimed
that his mother is an officer in
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he Delhi Police has apprehended three people,
T
including a juvenile, after a
brief encounter near AIIMS on
the inter vening night of
Monday and Tuesday.
According to Benita Mary
Jaiker,
the
Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), South district, during
patrolling in Kotla Mubarakpur
are, the police personnel spotted three persons on a bike.
“On suspicion, they signalled the motorcycle to stp for
checking, but the rider accelerated and tried to escape from
the spot. The police gave a
chase. When they reached
Office Block in Kidwai Nagar
East, the pillion rider took out
a gun and fired at the police.
Police also shot at the pillion
rider, who sustained injuries on
his leg. All three accused were
apprehended,” said the DCP.
“They were identified as
Abhi Saurav, Gurudev Singh
and one juvenile. Police recovered two country-made pistols
and one live cartridge from
their possession,” said the DCP.
The injured Saurav was
admitted in AIIMS Trauma
Center. A case has been registered at Kotla Mubarakpur
police station and further
investigation is underway, the
DCP added.
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the Delhi Police,” said police.
“The woman alleged in
her complaint that the man
forcibly made her drink liquor
and raped her against her will.
He even tried to strangulate her
and injured her face by hitting
with his ‘iron kara’,” victim
claimed.
She alleged in her complaint that he also threatened
her and tried to kill her and
locked her inside the room.
After the incident, the man
fled from one of the back
doors of the ground floor room
as the front door was locked
from inside, police said.
Police said that they
received a call from the victim,
who stated that she was in
some hotel and shared her live

location on WhatsApp with the
Investigation Officer, who then
tracked her location.
According to police, on
reaching the spot, the main
entrance of the hotel was
locked from inside and the victim was spotted crying in the
balcony of the second floor of
the hotel. No hotel owner or
manager was found there.
Police had to break open the
gate of the hotel and the victim
was rescued and sent to DDU
hospital.
“The woman was medically examined and a case
was registered under relevant
sections of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) and an investigation is underway,” said the
DCP.
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the deteriorating air quality as
the overall Air Quality Index
(AQI) settled at 404 micrograms per cubic on the
National Ambient Air Quality
Index (NAAQI).
“On November 9, AQI
404 (401 to 500 - Severe),
PM10 - 414 (351 to 430 - Very
Poor) PM2.5 - 265 (Above 250
- Severe),” CM Kejriwal tweeted.
According to the System
of Air Quality and Weather
Forecasting And Research
(SAFAR), winds coming from
the northwest at 925 millibars
(mb) are favourable for the
transport of stubble-related
pollutants to Delhi.

he Delhi Government on
T
Tuesday approved the construction of an integrated struc-

have taken charge of the preparations on Chhath Ghats.
AAP leaders on Tuesday
were seen conducting inspections across Delhi, making
sure no loophole left behind in
the preparations. AAP Delhi
State Convenor and Delhi
Environment Minister Gopal
Rai inspected Chhath preparations at Bhalswa Lake and
said that top notch facilities
from tents to CCTV cameras
have been organised on site.
Party senior leader and
MLA Atishi inspected the
preparations at several Chhath
Ghats such as at Giri Nagar,
Tilak Khand, Gali Number 1,
Gurudwara Park, Prawasi Park,
Ward 91, Astha Kunj Park and
Karpuri Thakur Camp.
Rai said that no other state
government is making preparations like the Kejriwal
Government and Chhath is
being held in true Delhi style.
He said that 800 Chhath Ghats
have been prepared by the

ture between the proposed
Metro Stations at Yamuna
Vihar and Bhajanpura of
Maujpur-Majlis Park Corridor.
With the PWD Flyover at
lower deck and Metro Line at
upper deck, the Delhi MRTS
Phase IV project was approved
by sanctioning C220.10 crore.
On this occasion, Deputy
Chief Minister Manish Sisodia
informed that it will also save
social cost in terms of inconvenience to the citizens, environmental effect, land and precious time saving and will
prove to be a game changer in
the development of Delhi.
The Expenditure Finance
Committee took this decision
in its meeting on Tuesday in the
presence of Sisodia.
It will be a 1,457 m long 20
m wide six lane flyover covering two crossings - Karawal
Nagar
(Yamuna
Vihar/Bhajanpura)
and
Ghonda Chowk (Brijpuri).
“The project will be crucial in
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Kejriwal Government with all
necessary provisions for the
Mahaparv.
Inspecting the site for
Chhath Puja, Rai said, “Chhath
Puja have been made at 800 different sites in Delhi. Tents are
being built, CCTV cameras
installed, public conveniences
being arranged. As you are witnessing the Bhalswa Ghat right
now over this entire stretch,
preparations have been made
for thousands of people to
worship and celebrate the fes-

tival. The few remaining sites
are also well underway to be
completely ready by today,” he
said.
“Our only wish is to help
the people of Purvanchal to celebrate Chhath Puja without any
obstacles. I would also like to
urge the people to practice
great caution and strictly
adhere to COVID-19 guidelines throughout Delhi which
have been kept in mind while
making the arrangements,” he
added.
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large number of Delhi
Congress workers held a
A
dharna outside the Delhi
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ing it tough to overcome financial difficulty caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic destruction, unemployment and soaring prices of essential commodities as CM Arvind’s ‘Delhi
model of development’ was a
flop show,” he added.

Gurugram:
Additional
Commissioner of the
Municipal
Corporation
Gurugram (MCG) Dr Vaishali
Sharma said that no construction should be done within the
limits of MCG without an
approved building plan.
Those indulging in construction activities without
approved plans will face action,
the MCG official added.
Dr Sharma made this statement while presiding over the
meeting of the Building Plan
Review Committee at the MCG
office on Tuesday.
She said that compliance
with Haryana Building Code
should be ensured effectively.
“Online arrangement has
been made by the government
for building plan approval.
There is a system to apply for
building plan approval on the
Haryana Online Building Plan
Approval System (HOBPAS)
through any architect registered
with the Council of Architects.
Provisional certificate is
received within 24 hours of
application and construction
can be started,” she informed.
In the meeting, the officials

of the Planning Wing informed
that for any kind of assistance
regarding the building plan,
one can contact the planning
branch of the office of the
MCG located in Sector-34. A
special help desk has been created for this, on which
Planning Assistant has been
deployed. Before applying
online at this help desk, one can
get the original documents
checked so that the application
is not rejected.
A survey of the underconstruction buildings should
be conducted within the
municipal limits and if the
construction work is going
on in those buildings even
after being sealed, then its
report should also be prepared,” she said.
“The enforcement teams
should work more effectively
and prevent unauthorized constructions at the primary level.
Also, all the architects should
be given clear information
about the rules and despite this,
if any architect flouts MCG
rules, then action should be
taken to blacklist him,” she
added.

In its short-range air quality weather forecast, SAFAR
said, “Air quality improved
from severe to very poor during the day.
Winds coming from the
northwest direction at 925
mb are favourable for transport of stubble-related pollutants to Delhi. However, its
impact on Delhi’s PM2.5 has
reduced as wind speed has
reduced.
Today’s share of crop
residue burning is 30 per cent
in PM2.5. AQI is likely to
improve further but remain in
very poor category,” it added.
Meanwhile values of suspended particulate matters
(SPMs) on the NAAQI were
abnormally higher than prescribed standards of the Indian
Meteorological Department
(IMD). SAFAR monitored PM
10 at 370 and PM 2.5 at 226.
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eeping in mind the imporK
tance of the Chhath Puja,
AAP’s Ministers and MLAs
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the essential commodities, he
added.
Addressing the Congress
workers, Kumar said that the
Arvind Government should
cut the petrol and diesel prices
by Rs 10 and Rs 5 respectively.
“Delhiites have been find-

elhi Chief Minister
Ar vind Kejriwal on
D
Tuesday raised concerns about
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Secretariat, demanding the
Delhi Government to reduce
‘Value Added Tax’ (VAT) on
petrol and diesel.
Delhi Congress president
Anil Kumar said that despite
many State Governments,
including Punjab, reducing
VAT on petroleum products
following a nominal reduction
on excise duty by the Centre,
the Delhi Government has not
followed the suit, though Chief
Minister Arvind had toured
poll-bound Punjab and
promised to ‘replicate’ the
“Delhi model of development”
there.
Kumar said “If Kejriwal is
ready to implement the Delhi
model of development in
Punjab then why cannot he
implement the idea of reducing
oil prices in Delhi as done by
the Punjab Government. “
The protesting Congress
workers shouted slogans such
as “Petrol Diesel par VAT kam
karo-kam karo”, “Jhoot-Loot ki
Sarkar Nahi Chalegi- Nahi
Chalegi” etc.
“The Delhi Government
had collected over Rs 25,000
crore on VAT from petroleum
products in last seven years, but
has spent hardly any money on
Delhiites,” he said.
Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal often claims
that ‘he is the son of Delhi’, and
this is an apt opportunity for
him to prove his ‘Delhi’ credentials, and provide relief to
the people by reducing the oil
prices, which will automatically bring down the prices of all
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eliminating traffic issues at
these places and increasing
the capacity of the existing
road,” Sidodia added, “ the joint
effort of DMRC and PWD
will save about C140 crore to
the taxpayers in the construction of flyover and C 40 crore
in the construction of metro.
This way due to the joint effort
of PWD and Metro, a total of
180 crore rupees will be saved
for the taxpayers of Delhi.”
The cost of the flyover
including shifting of utilities
was C359.70 but due to composite structure the cost was
reduced by about C140 crore to
C220.10 crore. Similarly the
cost of the 1,457 meter Metro
line stretch was C105 crore,
which has been reduced to C67
crore, saving about C40 crores
of the public money.
Sisodia who also holds the
portfolio of Finance Minister in
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
Government said the project
will not only save the tax
money of the public, but the
land in this densely populated
area will also be used more efficiently. The project will be
completed in two years.
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he Chief Electoral Officer
of Delhi, Dr. Ranbir Singh
T
interacted with Heads of various Departments in a virtual
meeting to seek co-operation
for creating awareness amongst
their employees, their families
and clients/consumers regarding voter registration and electoral services during the ongoing Special Summary Revision
-2022.
He directed all government departments to establish
Voter Awareness Forums
(VAF’s).
These departments included the DTC, Women and Child
Development, NDMC, SDMC,
EDMC, DMRC, Delhi Jal
Board, Delhi Police and Delhi
Cantonment Board, among
others.
According to the CEO,
establishing these forums will
make their employees and
their families more aware of
voter verification and electoral services through engaging activities and hands-on
experience.
Dr. Singh further said that
Voter Awareness Forums will
operate in all government
departments, non-governmental organisations and institutions, corporations, and other
organisations. All employees of
the concerned office are eligible to join. Head of each organization/departments/office
will appoint one person to
serve as the Nodal Officer.

31-year-old man for
D
allegedly killing the wife of his
former employer after she
asked her husband, an assistant
professor in Delhi University, to
remove the man from his job.
The accused has been identified as Rakesh, who works as
a driver.
Police said that he allegedly strangled 32 year-old Pinki
to death and gave her electric
shocks when she was alone at
her home in West Sant Nagar
in Burari on Monday.
According to Sagar Singh
Kalsi,
the
Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), North district, Rakesh
confessed to the crime while
police were patrolling in Burari
area on Monday evening.
“The police recovered
Pinki’s body from her home.
Thereafter, a case under Section
302 (murder) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) was registered at Burari police station
and Rakesh was arrested,” said
the DCP.
“During interrogation,
Rakesh told police that he had
met Virender Kumar, who
works as an ad-hoc assistant
professor in Delhi University,
around three years ago,” said
the DCP.
Kumar gave his taxi to
Rakesh and a room to his family on the top floor of his
house. Rakesh was not getting
a salary every month and he
had asked Kumar to give him
the whole amount whenever he
needed, according to the police.
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he language barrier has
T
once again become a bone
of contention between the BJPled Government at the Centre
and the PU Zoramthanga-led
Mizo National Front (MNF)
Government in the State. The
Chief Minister has urged the
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah to replace his chief secretary Renu Sharma, a 1988
batch officer, saying she does
not have a working knowledge
of the Mizo language and while
State Ministers do not follow
Hindi, some even do not even
understand English. The MNF
is also a constituent of the BJPled National Democratic
Alliance (NDA).
The latest language controversy hit the State after the
Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) appointed Sharma as
Mizoram’s new chief secretary,
ignoring Zoramthanga’s request
to elevate additional chief secretary J C Ramthanga to the
post. Sharma assumed charge
on November 1, succeeding
Lalnunmawia Chuaungo, who
took voluntary retirement.
Chuaungo had succeeded
Arvind Ray, an IAS officer of the
1984 batch as the Chief
Secretary. Whether or not Ray
was familiar with the Mizo language could not be ascertained.
But there are several officers of
AGMUT (Arunachal Pradesh,
Goa, Mizoram and all Union
Territories) cadre posted in
Mizoram and who are not familiar with the local language.
A former bureaucrat who
was posted in Mizoram said
that the working language in
the secretariat is English.
“There are several officials
posted in the State of AGMUT

cadre. Language is a problem
but most of the work is being
done in English,” he said
adding that MNF prefers mizo
officials by and large.
Sharma, along with Rajiv
Verma, a 1992 batch officer, was
suspended by the MHA for
dereliction of duty during the
coronavirus outbreak after she
failed to ensure public health
standards and strict compliance
of the lockdown rules, last year.
In a letter to Home Minister
on October 29, the Chief
Minister said the Ministry of
Home Affairs appointed Renu
Sharma as the State’s Chief
Secretary when his Government
wanted to promote Additional
Chief Secretary J.C. Ramthanga
to the post.
“The Mizo people by and
large generally do not understand Hindi. None of my
Cabinet Ministers understand
Hindi. Some of them even
have a problem with English.
With such a background, a
Chief Secretary without the
knowledge of a working standard Mizo language will never
be effective and efficient,”
Zoramthanga wrote.
“Whether it is the UPA
Government or the NDA
Government at the Centre, this
has been a practice since the
creation of Mizoram State. It is
a well-known fact that in other
States of India, a chief secretary,
who does not know even the
basic working language of the
respective State, is never posted (there) at all,” read the letter.
In his letter, Zoramthanga
said never in the past, since the
creation of Mizoram, the Centre
has posted a chief secretary who
did not have working knowledge of the Mizo language.
“I have been an NDA part-

ner from the beginning up to
this time. While many of the
States are changing themselves
from one alliance group to
another, I am the only one in
the whole of Northeast who
has been a faithful partner of
the NDA. I, therefore, believe
that I deserve a special favour
and consideration for this
faithful friendship with the
NDA,” he wrote.
“Considering all these facts
and circumstances, the proposal of Chief Secretary, which
was given even to my predecessor Congress Chief Minister,
if it is denied to me, the
Congress party and all other
Opposition parties will make a
mockery of me for faithfully
serving the partnership of
NDA. I, therefore, earnestly
request you to modify the
order and kindly accept my
proposal,” Zoramthanga said.
This is not the first time
that language has become an
administrative flashpoint
between the Centre and the
State Government.
In 2014, immediately after
the BJP came to power at
Centre, a similar problem
cropped up when Kamla
Beniwal had to be shunted out
of Mizoram Raj Bhawan within two months of her appointment for the same reason.
Last year, in April,
Zoramthnga found himself in
a similar situation when Modi
convened a meeting with Chief
Ministers of nine States,
including Mizoram, to discuss the impact of pandemic
and extension of a national
lockdown. Emerging from the
virtual meeting, Zoramthnga
said he could not understand
anything as “they were all
speaking in Hindi.”
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he Centre has asked all its
departments to follow
T
vital procedures while processing disciplinary cases
against employees, failure of
which has led to intervention
by courts.
According
to
a
Department of Personnel
Training (DoPT) order, the
charged officers also tend to
take advantage of these procedural flaws in processing of
disciplinary cases at various
stages of their examination
like Sharing of documents,
approval of article of charge by
the disciplinary authority,
sharing of UPSC advice and
general examination of the
charged officer, to quote a few.
“It has been observed that
the disciplinary authorities
(DAs),while processing the
disciplinary cases under the
Central Civil Ser vices
(Classification, Control and
Appeal) Rules, 1965, sometimes fail to appreciate the
vital procedural requirements/timelines provided
under the said rules, albeit
unintentionally, which are
required to be mandatorily
followed to ensure justice and
bringing the cases to logical
conclusions,” the order said.
Non-conformity to the

requirements as per the established rules also leads to intervention by the courts on the
ground of denial of proper
opportunity to the charged
officers for defending themselves appropriately and, consequently, setting aside of disciplinary proceedings, it said.
These procedural lapses
have also been noticed in
various cases referred to the
DoPT order.
The Personnel Ministry
has come out with a flow chart
for better understanding of
rules in their application by
the DAs.
“It is felt that this exercise
will
facilitate
the
Ad m i n i s t r a t i v e
Ministries/Departments to
deal with the disciplinary
cases effectively,” it said in the
order issued on Monday to all
secretaries of central government ministries and departments.
It is, however, clarified
that the detailed provisions
under relevant rules and
instructions issued thereunder
may be duly followed in its
application and, in case of any
ambiguity or conflict of the
indicative flow chart with any
of the existing rules/instructions,the extant rules and
instructions will prevail, the
ministry said.
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he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has proT
visionally attached assets worth

C 61.38 crore, under Prevention
of Money Laundering Act in its
ongoing investigations regarding siphoning of public funds
from Bhushan Steel Limited
(BSL), Bhushan Energy
Limited (BEL) and others.
The attached assets consist
of agricultural land in Raigad,
Maharashtra, warehouses in
entities under the control of
erstwhile promoters of BSL.
The ED had initiated
money laundering investigation on the basis of complaints
filed by S erious Frauds
Investigation Office (SFIO)
under various provisions of
Companies Act, 2013 and
Indian Penal Code against
Bhushan Steel Limited,
Bhushan Energy Limited and
others involving siphoning of

public funds, the agency said.
.
“During the investigations
under PMLA, it was revealed
that Neeraj Singal alongwith
B.B. Singal (former promoters
of BSL) and others had diverted funds from BSL through an
elaborate and complex web of
transactions by way of routing
of public funds in the garb of
unsecured loans given by
Bhushan Energy Limited to
their associate companies,
which were ultimately utilized for acquisition of various
immovable properties. The
elaborate and complex web of
transaction was structured to
project these assets as untainted,” it said.
The ED has also provisionally attached assets worth
C9.28 crore beneficially owned
by Vinay Mishra, Vikas
Mishra and Anup Majee
under the PML Act in the illegal coal mining case of West
Bengal.
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he Samyukta Kisan Morcha
(SKM) on Tuesday said
500 farmers will participate in
a peaceful tractor march to
Parliament every day during
Winter Session starting
November 29. Farmers from
Punjab, Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh have been protesting
against the laws, which were
stayed by the Supreme Court in
January, at the Delhi borders
since November 26 last year.
The SKM, an umbrella
body of 40 farmer unions leading the stir, announced the
tractor march after it held a
meeting. In a statement, the
amalgam said that it will

T

observe one year of the movement on and after November
26 in a “massive way” all over
India.
“The SKM decided that
from November 29 until the
end of this Parliament session,
500 selected farmer volunteers
will move ever y day to
Parliament in tractor trollies
peacefully and with full discipline, to assert their rights to
protest in the national capital,”
the statement said.
This will be done to
“'increase the pressure” on the
central government “to force it
to concede the demands for
which farmers across the country have launched a historic
struggle”, it said.
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ith the objective of further strengthening
W
defence and strategic ties, India
and Israel have entered into a
Bilateral
Innovation
Agreement (BIA) to promote
innovation and accelerated
research and development in
start-ups.
Giving details here on
Tuesday, defence ministry officials said as a tangible demonstration of the growing
India–Israel technological
cooperation, Defence Research
and
Development
Organisation (DRDO) and
Directorate of Defence
Research and Development
(DDR&D), Ministr y of

Defence, Israel inked this BIA
pact. It will also cater to the
development of dual use technologies.
The agreement was signed
between DRDO chief G
Satheesh Reddy and Head of
DDR&D Daniel Gold in New
Delhi here on Tuesday.
Under the agreement,
start-ups and industry of both
countries will work together to
bring out next generation technologies and products in the

areas such as Drones, Robotics,
Artificial
Intelligence,
Quantum
technolog y,
Photonics, Biosensing, BrainMachine Interface, Energy
Storage, Wearable Devices and
Natural Language Processing.
Products and technologies
will be customised to meet
unique requirements of both the
countries. The development
efforts will be jointly funded by
the DRDO and DDR&D, Israel.
The technologies developed
under the BIA will be available
to both countries for their
domestic applications, they said.
Israel has emerged a major
defence partner of India since
diplomatic relations were established between the two countries in the early 1990s.
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ooperative societies,
including banks across the
C
country, can now look towards
a comprehensive CyberSecurity Framework developed
by the National Cooperative
Development Corporation
(NCDC) to secure their operations from crooks lurking in
the cyber world.
The Framework titled
“Cyber-security and IT
Guidelines
for
User
Interaction” outlines the minimum requirements that the
cooperatives will need to follow
in developing and implementing strategies, policies, procedures and related activities
aimed at mitigating the risks of

cyber threats and attacks, said
Sundeep Nayak, MD, NCDC.
Former national cyber
security coordinator, Dr
Gulshan Rai, the brain behind
the guidelines shared key features of the do cument
saying that it has four levels
detailing systems and structures that need to be set up in
an organization; steps to be
taken to secure and protect
the system / IT assets among
others.
The move to develop a
cyber-security framework

comes close on the heels of the
Centre’s decision to computerize all Primary Agricultural
Credit Societies(PACS) across
the country and link them
with District C entral
Cooperative Banks, State Apex
C ooperative Banks and
NABARD to make them efriendly. However, this will not
be easy. India is among the top
10
countries
facing
cyber-attacks and in the recent
past, cooperative societies too
have found their database
breached by cyber predators.s
Currently, there are about
65,000 PACs which the Centre
plans to increase to more
than 3 lakh in the next five
years to realize the vision of
making
the
countr y
Atmanirbhar or self-reliant.
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a sign of relief, India on
saw the lowest daily
IrisenTuesday
in coronavirus cases since
early February with 10,126
fresh infections in the past 24
hours, the lowest in 266 days,
according to the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare.
At the same time on the
Covid-19 vaccination part,
more than 74 crore adults have
received the first dose so far, 35
crore people have got the second dose and total vaccinations
stand at over 109 crore. Around
188 crore vaccine doses are ultimately needed for all adults.
“Availability of the vaccine
is not an issue. We have even

started exports. People will
have to come forward to take
the vaccine,” said an official
from the Ministry. In the last 24
hours, 59,08,440 vaccine doses
were administered. However, in
the last few weeks, the pace of
vaccination has slowed down.
He said that in the last 24
hours, a total of 322 deaths have
also been reported, which
increased the overall fatality toll
to 4,61,389.
The recovery of 11,982
patients in the last 24 hours has
increased the cumulative tally
of recovered patients to
3,37,75,086. Consequently, the
country's recovery rate stands
at 98.25 per cent, the highest
since March 2020.

The active caseload stands
at 1,40,638, the lowest in 263
days. Active cases presently
constitute 0.41 per cent of the
country's total positive cases,
the lowest since March 2020.
Also in the same period, a
total of 10,85,848 tests were
conducted across the country
pushing their cumulative number to 61.72 crore.
Meanwhile, the weekly
positivity rate at 1.25 per cent
has remained less than 2 per
cent for the past 46 days now.
The daily positivity rate
stands at 0.93 per cent, which
has also remained below 2 per
cent for 36 days and less than
3 per cent for 71 consecutive
days now.
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ne can say that ‘marriages
O
are made in heaven’, but
the grandeur and extravaganza of weddings are definitely
made in India. As Covid-19
cases decline and business is
gradually coming back to normalcy crossing C1.25 lakh crore
during Diwali this year, traders
are gearing up for record sale
in the upcoming wedding season beginning from November
14, the day of Dev Uthan
Ekadashi, (considered as auspicious day ) to December 13.
It is estimated that wedding
business will cross the Rs 3 lakh
crore mark with over 25 lakh
marriages to be solemnised
across the country. A KPMG
report estimated India’s current
wedding market at $50 billion,
growing rapidly every year.
Confederation of All
India Traders (CAIT) general
secretar y
Praveen
Khandelwal said that in Delhi
alone, more than 1.5 lakh
weddings are expected to take
place this season, which is
likely to generate a business of
about C50,000 crore. In the
last two years, due to Covid
and very few Muhurt days of
weddings and many restrictions imposed by the government, marriages were held on
a very small scale and in
small numbers resulting in a

very dull market.
Traders are keeping all
arrangements up to date with
them to meet the possible
r ush
of
customers.
Khandelwal said that about
20 percent of the expenditure
of each marriage goes to the
broom-bride's side while 80
percent of the expenditure
goes to other third agencies
working in solemnising the
marriage.
Diwali business sales this
year have already crossed Rs
1.25 lakh crore, which is a
record in the last 10 years.
Similarly, sales on dhanteras
were also estimated to be
over C60,000 crore.
Acharya Durgesh Tare,
Chairman of Spiritual and
Vedic Knowledge Committee
of CAIT and an eminent
vedic scholar said that Dev
Uthani
Ekadashi
or
Prabodhini Ekadashi falls on
the 11th day from Diwali in
the Shukla Paksha after
Diwali in the month of Kartik.
Tare said that according to
the calculation of stars,
November 14th, 28th, 29th
and 30th November and in the
month of December 1st, 6th,
7th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 12th and
13th December are auspicious
days for the purpose of holding marriages. After that, the
star sinks for a month till
January 14 and then again the

auspicious days will starts
from January 14.
Khandelwal said that
before the wedding season, a
large amount of business happensin the repair and white
wash of houses. Apart from
this, jewellery, sarees, lehenga-chunni, readymade garments, clothes, footwear, wedding and greeting cards , dry
fruits, sweets, fruits, worship
items, grocery, food grains,
decoration items, electrical
utility, electronics and many
gift items etc are usually in
demand and it is expected to
do good business this year.
According to Khandelwal,
in this one month marriage
season, about five lakh weddings will have an estimated
expenditure of C2 lakh per
wedding, while in about five
lakh weddings the cost per
wedding will be around five
lakh per wedding, 10 lakh
weddings will cost 10 lakhs
per marriage, four lakhs marriages will cost 25 lakhs per
marriage,50 thousand marriages will have 50 lakhs
expenditure per wedding and
50 thousand marriages will be
such in which 1 crore or more
money will be spent.
Overall in this one month
wedding season around C3
lakh crore will flow through
the wedding purchases in the
markets.
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he Election Commission
T
(EC)
on
Tuesday
announced biennial elections
to the legislative councils in
Maharashtra, Telangana,
Karnataka and Andhra
Pradesh from 42 local authorities' constituencies will be
held on December 10.
In a statement, the EC
said that the term of office of

the eight sitting members of
the Maharashtra Legislative
Council from seven local
authorities' constituencies is
going to expire on January 1
next year.
With regard to local
authorities' constituencies
election, the EC has laid down
the guidelines that if at least
75 per cent of the local
authorities in a local authorities' constituency are func-

tioning, and in addition at
least 75 per cent of the electors out of the total electorate of the constituency are
available, then electorate is
treated as available for electing representatives to the legislative council, it said.
According to the information received from the
chief electoral officer (CEO)
of Maharashtra, the existence
of constituent local body

functioning is more than 75
per cent in five out of the
seven local authorities' constituencies, the EC said.
The commission has
decided to hold biennial elections to the Maharashtra
Legislative Council from five
local authorities' constituencies for six seats, including
two of Mumbai.
In another statement, the
EC said the term of office of

the 12 sitting members of the
Telangana Legislative Council
from nine local authorities'
constituencies is going to
expire on January 4 next year.
The commission has
decided
to
hold
biennial elections to the
Telangana Legislative Council
from the abovementioned
nine local authorities' constituencies, it said. In another statement, the EC said the

term of office of the 25 sitting
members of the Karnataka
Legislative Council from 20
local authorities' constituencies is going to expire on
January 5 next year.
Now, the commission has
decided to hold biennial elections to Karnataka Legislative
Council from the above-mentioned 20 local authorities'
constituencies, it said. The
term of office of 11 sitting

members of the Andhra
Pradesh Legislative Council
from eight local authorities'
constituencies had expired
on August 8 this year.
The commission having
re-assessed the COVID-19
p a n d e m i c
situation in Andhra Pradesh
and after taking into consideration all relevant facts, has
now decided to conduct biennial election to the Andhra

Pradesh Legislative Council
from eight local authorities'
constituencies, the statement
said.
While the polls for all the
legislative council seats will be
held on December 10, the
counting of votes will take
place on December 14, the EC
said.
The election process has
to be completed by December
16.
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ith
the
Bengal
Government and State
W
Election Commission preparing to hold civic elections to
Howrah
and
Kolkata
Municipal Corporations in the
month of December the BJP
has moved the Calcutta High
Court seeking directions for
holding simultaneous elections
in all the municipalities.
BJP leader Pratap Banerjee
on Tuesday filed a petition
seeking simultaneous elections
to 112 municipal boards
including Howrah and Kolkata
besides demanding deployment of central forces for the
purpose.
The BJP’s move was preceded by a similar petition by
the Left Front which too
demanded simultaneous elections. The Court is likely to
hear all the petitions together.
“The BJP is capable enough
to field candidates in all the
constituencies provided there is
no interference by the

Trinamool Congress goons …
the ruling party is planning to
first hold elections to HMC and
KMC where they will loot
votes as they did on earlier
occasions … after that they will
go to other municipal bodies
and capture them in a similar
fashion … the BJP wants simultaneous elections to all the
boards … if it is not possible to
do that on logistical grounds
then the SEC should be directed to hold phased elections but
results must be declared on a
single
date,”
Bengal
BJPpresident Sukanto Mondal
said.
Elections to 112 municipal
boards including Howrah and
Kolkata have been pending
since 2020 in view of pandemic situations. The boards were
currently being run by administrators. “We want central
force for the polls which should
be held on a single day to prevent electoral malpractices,”
Pratap Banerjee said.
Pradesh Congress president Adhir Chowdhury said

that in the current situation
where the ruling Trinamool
Congress had forcibly captured all the institutions there
was no possibility of holding
free and fare elections. He said
“I have no issues with dates …
whether it is held simultaneously or in a phased manner
there is hardly any possibility
of polls being organized in a
free and fare manner because
earlier instances have shown
how votes are looted in Bengal.”
Meanwhile, armed with a
landslide victor y in the
Assembly elections and a clean
sweep in the by-elections the
TMC Government has acquiesced to the SEC proposal of
holding the elections to
Howrah
and
Kolkata
Corporations in December. “If
things go as per plans then the
elections should be held on
December 19 … the State
Government has agreed to the
proposal and a formal
announcement to this effect
would soon be made by the
SEC,” a Bengal Minister said.
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Kolkata: Instead of brining in new faces Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on Tuesday made a few
changes in her Ministry giving additional charges
to some Ministers to fill the vacancies created by
death and illness.
Accordingly the Panchayat Ministry will be
looked after by Pulak Roy in addition to his present
charge. Roy is presently the Public Health
Engineering Minister. The Panchayat ministry fell
vacant following the death of senior minister
Subrata Mukherjee.
Besides, the Chief Minister has kept the Finance
Ministry with herself appointing Chandrima
Bhattacharya as the Minister of State for the said
Department. Bhattacharya will handle Finance
portfolio in addition to her Urban Development
Department. She is also the MoS of the Health
Department which is again with the Chief Minister.
Bhattacharya was given the Finance portfolio
because Finance Minister Amit Mitra’s term came
to an end on Tuesday. An indisposed Mitra had
withdrawn from active politics and did not contest
the Assembly elections.
Minister for Industries and Commerce and
Parliamentary Affairs Partho Chatterjee will now
hold in addition the ministry of Public Enterprise
and Industrial Construction. This was earlier held
by Subrata Mukherjee.
Sashi Panja, who is the minister for social welfare and women and child welfare development
department, will also hold the self-help group and
self-employment department.
PNS

Party chief Akhilesh
Yadav on Tuesday said his party
Smayamajwadi
go on a sit-in against the

Election Commission if it does not
provide them the draft voters list
before the final publication ahead
of the 2022 Assembly elections in
Uttar Pradesh.
The final electoral roll will be
published on January 5 next year by
the poll body and the SP wants the
draft list to be given immediately.
"In the electoral rolls, 21,56,262
names were added and 16,42,756
names were removed. The EC used
to issue a list of voters after addition and deletion of names. We
don't know under whose pressure
the EC is not providing the list this
time around. As a political party, we
want
to
know
whose
name is added or deleted but we
have not got any information,"
Yadav said in a press conference
here.
We have made a complaint
regarding this. Our senior leaders
had given a memorandum to the
EC. If needed, SP will sit on dharna against the EC," he added.
Till 2019 Lok Sabha polls, the
electoral roll was provided to polit-
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DP president Mehbooba Mufti on Tuesday claimed the
security situation in Jammu & Kashmir has deterioratP
ed to a point where innocents are getting killed despite
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"repressive measures" taken by the Government in the name
of security.
“Security situation in J&K has deteriorated to an extent
where not a week goes by when an innocent doesn't lose
his life. Unfortunate that despite repressive measures taken
in name of security, people are being killed & have no sense
of dignity or normalcy. Condolences to his family," Mufti
tweeted. The Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) chief was
reacting to the killing of a salesman in Bohri Kadal area of
the city on Monday evening.
The killing of Mohammad Ibrahim Khan came within 24 hours of militants shooting dead a policeman in
Batamaloo area of the city.

5DM*RYWZLOOUHGXFH9$7RQIXHO*HKORW
Jodhpur/Jaipur: Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot on Tuesday
said his government will reduce VAT
on fuel like other states, hours after he
urged the Centre to further slash excise
duty and cited fund crunch caused by
the Covid pandemic.
The Centre on November 3
slashed excise duty on petrol by C5 per
litre and on diesel by C10 a litre to give
reprieve to consumers battered by
record-high retail fuel prices. The
State Government has been under
pressure from the opposition over the
issue after several states, including
Congress-ruled Punjab, cut down the
price of petrol and diesel.

The politics over the issue intensified after the Punjab Government
claimed in an advertisement that fuel
prices there are lower than Delhi,
Haryana and Rajasthan.
Gehlot addressing a progarmme at
a Jodhpur village said, "When all
states have reduced the prices, we
would also have to reduce it." "Our
government will also provide relief to
people by reducing VAT on petrol and
diesel in the state," he said.
Still
holding the Centre responsible for
high fuel prices, Gehlot said the
Union government "looted" people by
levying massive taxes on fuel. "Now,
they have provided a meagre relief," he

said, adding that the Centre should
further reduce taxes on petrol and
diesel.
Earlier in the day, Gehlot in
a statement demanded that the Centre
should further reduce excise duty by
Rs 10 on petrol and C15 on diesel.
If the Centre reduces excise duty
then automatically VAT in the state
will reduce by C3.40 on petrol and
C 3.90 on diesel. As a result, Rajasthan
is ready to bear a revenue loss of C3,500
crore, he said in the statement.
He said after 2016, the Centre has
reduced the state share in excise duty
on fuel and states do not get any share
from additional or special excise duty
charged by it.
"Increasing

excise duty excessively first and then
reducing it and simultaneously creating a competitive environment among
states to reduce VAT is against the spirit of cooperative federalism," Gehlot
said.
He said during the coronavirus lockdown, the Centre had
increased the excise duty on petrol by
Rs 10 and on diesel by C 13 per litre.
Gehlot said in 2021, the price of
petrol increased by about C 27 and that
of diesel by about C25. Out of the
excessively hiked additional excise
duty, only some relief was given, he
said.
As such, the reduction in
excise duty by the Centre appears to
be insufficient, he added.
PTI

the first breakthrough in 1997
when the ceasefire agreement was
sealed after decades of insurgency in Nagaland which started
soon after Independence in 1947
The negotiations between the
NSCN(IM) and the Centre had
stopped following the former's
refusal to hold deliberations with
then interlocutor R N Ravi after
the October 31, 2019 talks in
Dimapur. No final solution has
been achieved with the
NSCN(IM) remaining firm on its
demand for a separate flag and
constitution for the Nagas, which
the Centre has rejected.
Talks resumed almost after a
gap of two years following the
appointment of A K Mishra as the
new interlocutor in September this
year. Meanwhile, to a query on
holding Urban Local Bodies
(ULBs) elections due for several
years, the chief minister said steps
have been taken to conduct the
polls. To find out a solution to the
problems, the State Government
and the apex civil society organisations at a meeting decided to set
up a committee headed by the
chief secretary in which various
organisations will have their representatives, Rio said.
In February 2017, the
Nagaland Government withheld
the election process to 12 ULBs
following clashes that left two persons dead and several others
injured during bandhs called by
tribal bodies opposed to the
polling.
PTI

Lucknow: After coming to
power in 2012, the previous SP
Government did nothing for the
poor and women but sought to
withdraw cases against terrorists,
including those behind the terror attack at Ram Janmabhoomi,
UP Chief Minister Akhilesh
Yadav alleged on Tuesday.
Adityanath made the allegation while addressing a public
rally in Budaun, one of the
Samajwadi Party strongholds,
and asking people to remember
“the first things” done by the previous government.
“After coming to power,
the SP did nothing for the poor,
women, youth and farmers but
withdrew cases against the terrorists who had attacked Shri
Ram Janmabhoomi,” Adityanath
said.
The chief minister was
apparently referring to a 2012
move by the then Government to
withdraw cases against over a
dozen alleged terrorists, which
had been blocked by the
Allahabad High Court.
"The previous Government
used to withdraw cases against
terrorists and rioters and invite
them to the CM's residence to
honour them. But our
Government sent terrorists to
‘dusra lok' ( out of the world)
There is no leniency with terrorists nor any compromise with
rioters,” the Chief Minister reiterated.
"Try to remember what was
the first thing done by the
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Mumbai: Bus operations at 247 of the 250
depots of the Maharashtra State Road
Transport Corporation remained suspended
on Tuesday as the MSRTC employees continued their strike on the 13th day over the
demand for a merger of the corporation with
the State Government despite the High
Court expressing displeasure over the protest
and the State Government appealing them to
resume their duty.
Lakhs of passengers were facing hardships
as buses of the State-run corporation
remained off roads and they were now
dependent on private vehicles for travelling.
As the employees refused to budge even
after the intervention by the Bombay High
Court and the State Government set up a
high-level panel to address the demands, the
MSRTC has suspended 376 employees across
the state for allegedly instigating others to join
the stir, officials said. The move to suspend
the employees came after the high court deprecated their "adamant stand" of not withdrawing their stir despite the Government
extending full cooperation and setting up a
panel to address their merger demand.
Earlier in the day, Maharashtra Transport
Minister Anil Parab had said a contempt petition was being filed over the ongoing strike.
A section of the MSRTC employees has
not been reporting for duty since October 28
seeking a merger of the cash-strapped corporation with the State Government.
In the wake of the strike, the Maharashtra
Government has already permitted private
buses, school buses, goods vehicles and contract carriage buses to ferry passengers from
Monday evening.
An official of MSRTC said only three

remove the BJP Government in the
state.
Stating that "senior officials in
EC are from UP", Yadav said he
hoped his party will be given a
hearing and the poll body would act
in an unbiased manner.
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Kohima: Nagaland Chief Minister
Neiphiu Rio on Tuesday said the
signing of a new agreement
between the Centre and any of the
negotiating groups to find a solution to the vexed Naga issue
would bring new developments
and make the state "very very special". The Union Government has
been holding two separate parleys
with the NSCN(IM) since 1997
and the Naga National Political
Group (NNPGs) comprising
seven groups since 2017.
“The negotiations are going
on. They are the negotiating parties and I cannot say what is going
to happen or what is happening.
It is for them to say (something on
the issue),” Rio told reporters on
the sidelines of an official programme. He, however, said signing of the Framework Agreement
with NSCN(IM) or the Agreed
Position withPGs meant formulation of a system about how to
protect the uniqueness, history,
culture and tradition of the Naga
people. The Central Government
and the NSCN(IM) signed the
Framework Agreement in 2015 in
the presence of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, while thePGs
inked the Agreed Position with the
Centre in November 2017.
“Many more new things will be
added to us and we will be a very
very special state if any agreement
comes,” said Rio.
The Framework Agreement
came after over 80 rounds of negotiations spanning 18 years, with

ical parties. Why is it not given this
time? Why are we not provided the
updated list of voters?" he
said.
The former Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister claimed everyone
knew that people were ready to

depots - Gargoti and Kagal in the Kolhapur
region and Igatpuri depot in the Nashik region
- were functional on Tuesday. The Kagal depot
was operating partially.
The MSRTC employees intensified the
agitation from Sunday after the Diwali festival concluded.
Meanwhile, the striking employees invited the wrath of the HC for not falling in line.
A vacation bench of Justices S J
Kathawalla and S P Tavade in the order made
available late Monday night said the
Maharashtra Government complied with
everything that the MSRTC workers had
demanded withdrawing their strike/agitation.
“We do not understand why the employees of the MSRTC have now backed out from
what they wanted the Government to consider,” the bench said, adding the state government has cooperated fully concerning the
demand of the MSRTC workers.
Advocate Gunaratan Sadavarte, appearing for the MSRTC workers, however, told the
high court on Monday evening that the government resolution (GR) was not in line with
the one issued in October 2020 in the case of
reservations pertaining to the promotion of
employees from the Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribe categories.
Sadavarte said several employees of the
MSRTC have committed suicide and some of
them in their suicide notes blamed the state
chief minister for the same. He said the workers were hence, not willing to withdraw their
strike. The MSRTC is one of the biggest state
transport corporations in the country with a
fleet of more than 16,000 buses and around
93,000 employees, including drivers and
conductors.
PTI

Samajwadi Party when it came to
power in 2012. First, riots took
place in Kosikalan, then in
Bareilly and then in
Muzaffarnagar and Lucknow
and Kanpur. There was no district in the state where riots did
not take place,” said the Chief
Minister.
Before 2017, the law and
order situation in UP was bad,
festivals were never allowed to be
held peacefully and anarchy was
at its peak, the Chief Minister
said, adding the women and
girls did not feel safe in the state.
No one was willing to invest
either here as they knew investing here was not safe, he said.
‘In the last four-and-half
years, all festivals have been
held peacefully. Before 2017,
there was no Covid-19 pandemic but owing to curfew during festivals, there was an attack
on our faith," he said.
"If
someone raised a voice against
rioters, they were framed in
false cases and harassed. After
2017, however, there have been
no riots in the state," the chief
minister added.
Adityanath also said owing
to a zero-tolerance policy of his
government against crime and
criminals, UP has become an
example in the country on how
to act against criminals enjoying
the patronage of those in power.
"Properties of the mafia
dons worth Rs 1,800 crore have
been seized and properties worth

almost the same amount which
could not be seized, were razed
to the ground by bulldozers," he
said.
Terming Ayodhya as
our identity, the chief minister
said once people hesitated in visiting Ayodhya and doubted the
very existence of Lord Ram and
Lord Krishna, besides questioning the need of having a Ram
temple there.
But you have seen how the
Uttar Pradesh Government
organised the Deepawali Utsav in
Ayodhya that the entire world
saw. We attracted the country
and the world towards Deepawali
in Ayodhya by making the festival an event," the Chief Minister
pointed out.
Accusing the previous SP
Government of indulging in corruption and undermining the
identity of the people of the state,
Adityanath asserted, Their agenda was confined to them and
their families. And that is why
each of their work reflected their
ego.
"But in the last four-and-half
years, you have seen a new UP
and a changing image of UP," he
said.
Accusing the opposition parties of isolating themselves from people during the
pandemic, Adityanath said, "At
the time of Covid-19, the Union
and State Governments and BJP
public representatives ventured
out to serve people but nothing
was known about opposition
leaders.
PTI
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7KHUHLVQRWKLQJOHIWIRU;LWRDFKLHYHRWKHUWKDQ
PRXOGLQJ&KLQDLQWRWKHFRXQWU\RIKLVGUHDPV
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HLQJWKH´FRUHµRIQROHVVWKDQWKH&KLQHVH&RPPXQLVW3DUW\ &&3 KDVLWVDGYDQ
WDJHV3UHVLGHQW;L-LQSLQJJHWVWRZULWHDUHVROXWLRQDWWKHHQGRIWKHWK&HQWUDO
&RPPLWWHHWKDWZLOOFKDUWWKHFRXUVHRI&KLQDIRUWKHQH[W\HDUV7KHUHVROX
WLRQVDUHTXLWHUDUHDQGWKH&KLQHVHSHRSOHDQGWKHZRUOGDOLNHHDJHUO\DZDLWWKHFRQ
WHQWRIWKHODWHVWRQHRQO\WKHWKLUGLQWKH\HDUROGKLVWRU\RIWKHSDUW\7KHILUVW
RQH³WKH5HVROXWLRQRQ&HUWDLQ,VVXHVLQWKH+LVWRU\RIWKH&3&³ZDVLVVXHGLQ
$SULOIRXU\HDUVEHIRUHWKHIRXQGLQJRIWKH3HRSOH V5HSXEOLFRI&KLQDLQ
DQGMXVWEHIRUHWKHYLFWRU\LQWKH:DURI5HVLVWDQFHDJDLQVW-DSDQHVH$JJUHVVLRQ 
 DVZHOODV:RUOG:DU,,7KLVUHVROXWLRQVXPPHGXSWKHH[SHULHQFHVRIWKHUHYR
OXWLRQDQGWKHOHVVRQVOHDUQWIURPWKHIDLOXUHVLQILJKWLQJWKH.XRPLQWDQJDQGWKH-DSDQHVH
DQG´/HIWLVWDQG5LJKWLVWµWHQGHQFLHVWKDWQHHGHGWREHUHFWLILHGZLWKLQWKHSDUW\7KH
VHFRQG UHVROXWLRQ ³ 7KH 5HVROXWLRQ RQ &HUWDLQ
4XHVWLRQVLQWKH+LVWRU\RIWKH&3&6LQFHWKH)RXQGLQJ
RIWKH3HRSOH V5HSXEOLFRI&KLQD³ZDVLVVXHGLQ
QHDUO\WKUHH\HDUVDIWHUWKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKH
UHIRUPVDQGRSHQLQJXSDQGILYH\HDUVDIWHUWKHHQG
RIWKH&XOWXUDO5HYROXWLRQ7KLVVXPPHGXSWKH
H[SHULHQFHVRIWKH´ILUVW\HDUVµRIWKHFRXQWU\LGHQ
WLI\LQJDQGOHDUQLQJIURPWKHPLVWDNHVRIJRYHUQDQFH
EULQJLQJFORVXUHWRWKH&XOWXUDO5HYROXWLRQDQGJLY
LQJGLUHFWLRQWRWKHUHIRUPV7KHWKLUGUHVROXWLRQWR
EH GUDIWHG XQGHU ;L·V OHDGHUVKLS LV WR EH WLWOHG
5HVROXWLRQRQ0DMRU$FKLHYHPHQWVDQG+LVWRULFDO
([SHULHQFHRIWKH3DUW\ V&HQWXULHVRI6WUXJJOH
)URP;L·VSRLQWRIYLHZKHKDVFRPSOHWHGWKHILUVWVWHSRI¶QDWLRQDOUHMXYHQDWLRQ·
RIPDNLQJ&KLQDDPRGHUDWHO\SURVSHURXVVRFLHW\7KHVHFRQGWDVN¶VRFLDOLVWPRG
HUQLVDWLRQ·LVWREHUHDOLVHGE\DQGWKHUHDIWHU&KLQDKDVWREHFRPHDJUHDWPRG
HUQVRFLDOLVWFRXQWU\DURXQG7KHUHVROXWLRQZLOOOHDGWKH&&3WRLWVWK3DUW\
&RQJUHVVLQODWHZKHQ;LPD\VHHNDWKLUGWHUPRISRZHU$VLWLVWKH&KLQHVH
KDYHDPHQGHGUXOHVVRKHFDQUHPDLQ3UHVLGHQWIRUOLIHLQVHUWHGKLV¶;L7KRXJKW·LQWR
WKHSDUW\&RQVWLWXWLRQDQGPDGHKLPOLNH0DRWKH¶FRUH·RIWKHSDUW\7KHUHLVQRWK
LQJOHIWIRU;LWRDFKLHYHRWKHUWKDQPRXOGLQJ&KLQDLQWRWKHFRXQWU\RIKLVGUHDPV
&RPLQJDWVXFKDMXQFWXUHLQWLPHWKHUHVROXWLRQPD\QRWUDLVHRQHLVVXHWKDWLVRI
;L·VVXFFHVVRU7KH&KLQHVHOHDGHUVKLSVXFFHVVLRQPD\UHPDLQYDJXHIRU\HDUVWRFRPH
XQWLO;LLVLQWKHFKDLU7RWKH3UHVLGHQW·VFRPIRUWDURXQGDGR]HQSROLWEXURPHPEHUV
DUHUHDFKLQJWKHDJHRIQH[W2FWREHU7KDWLVWKHFXVWRPDU\UHWLUHPHQWDJHIRUWKH
&&3·VWRSOHDGHUV;LLVWRREXWLVDQH[FHSWLRQ7KHIRXUWKUHVROXWLRQPD\FRPH
LQRUWZR\HDUVEHIRUHRUWKUHH\HDUVDIWHUWKHWKDQQLYHUVDU\RIWKH
IRUPDWLRQRIWKH3HRSOH·V5HSXEOLFRI&KLQDLQ
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KH ODWHVW LQFLGHQW RI IUDWULFLGDO NLOOLQJ LQ WKH &53) UDQNV RQ 0RQGD\ LQ 6XNPD
&KKDWWLVJDUKLVDQRPLQRXVWUHQG6XFKGHDGO\FRQGXFWRIDWUDLQHGWURRSHUZKR
VKRXOGKDYHLGHDOO\EHHQDGLVFLSOLQHGVROGLHULVDSRLQWHUWRWKHGHHSHUPDODLVH
JULSSLQJWKH&53):KLOHWKHSROLWLFDOSDUWLHVKDYHVRXJKWWRWDUJHWWKHFRPELQHGVWUHQJWK
RIWKHFRQVWDEXODU\LQWKH$UPHG)RUFHVIRUWKHLUSROLWLFDOREMHFWLYHVWKHOHDGHUVRIWKHVH
IRUFHVKDYHDOVREHHQVXSSRUWLYHRIWKHNLGJORYHWUHDWPHQWWRWKHMDZDQVZKRDUHXQIRU
WXQDWHO\SRUWUD\HGDV´EHFKDUDµ KHOSOHVV ZKHUHDVWKH\DUHVXSSRVHGWRGHOLYHUXQGHU
DGYHUVHVFHQDULRVIRUZKLFKPHQWDOWRXJKQHVVLVPRUHLPSRUWDQWWKDQSK\VLFDOWRXJK
QHVV7KHUHFXUULQJFDVHVRIIUDWULFLGHLQWKHSDUDPLOLWDU\IRUFHVHVSHFLDOO\WKH&53)
FDOOIRUDQRYHUKDXORIWKHGLVFLSOLQHHQIRUFHPHQWPHFK
DQLVPVZLWKLQWKHUDQNV)RUWKLVWKHIRUHPRVWPHD
VXUHVKRXOGEHWRJHWRXWRIWKH EHFKDUD V\QGURPH
IRUWKHMDZDQVZKRDUHIDUZHOOSODFHGLQWHUPVRI
VDODU\DQGSHUNVDVDOVROLIHVW\OHLQFRQWUDVWWRWKH
DYHUDJHFLWL]HQU\IURPWKHFRXQWU\VLGH,QDQXWVKHOO
WKH EHFKDUD FRQQRWDWLRQIRUWKHMDZDQVLVVLPSO\RXW
ODQGLVKDQGGHWULPHQWDOIRUWKHIRUFH,WLVDOVRWKDQN
OHVVIRUWKHWD[SD\HUVZKRIXQGWKHUHODWLYHO\JRRG
HDUQLQJVDQGIDFLOLWLHVIRUWKHMDZDQV
7KHODFNRIFRKHVLRQDQGGLVFLSOLQHLQWKHUDQNV
LVIXUWKHUFRPSRXQGHGE\WKHSDUDPLOLWDU\ERVVHVWR
VKUXJRIIVXFKFULPLQDODFWLRQVRIDVHFWLRQRIWKHMDZDQVDVDQRXWFRPHRIPHQWDO
VWUHVV:LWKRXWJRLQJLQWRDQ\VFLHQWLILFLQYHVWLJDWLRQWKH&53)KXUULHGO\LVVXHGDVWDWH
PHQWDIWHUWKH6XNPDLQFLGHQWWKDW´GXHWRVRPHHPRWLRQDOVWUHVVOHDGLQJWRVXGGHQ
SV\FKRORJLFDOGLVEDODQFHµWKHRIIHQGHUFRQVWDEOH´ORVWKLVFRQWURODQGLQDILWRIUDJH
RSHQHGILUHRQKLVFROOHDJXHVµ,WDPRXQWVWRSURWHFWLQJDFULPLQDOFRPPLWWLQJPDVV
FROGEORRGHGPXUGHU2QWKHIDFHRILWWKHLQGXFWLRQRIVXFKHFFHQWULFSHUVRQQHOLQLWV
UDQNVSRLQWVWRWKHIDXOW\UHFUXLWPHQWDQGUHWHQWLRQSROLF\ZKHUHLQWKHSV\FKRORJLFDO
SURILOHRIWKHUHFUXLWVLVDSSDUHQWO\JLYHQDJRE\7KH&53)PXVWOLDLVHZLWKWKHORFDO
SROLFHWRHQVXUHWKDWWKHRIIHQGHUMDZDQJHWVGHDWKSHQDOW\IRUFRPPLWWLQJWKHPRVWKHLQRXV
FULPHLQXQLIRUPDQGGHWDLOHGEDFNJURXQGFKHFNVPXVWEHXQGHUWDNHQLIKHZDVDGHIDXOW
HULQWHUPVRIGLVFLSOLQHDQGVXLWDEO\SXQLVKKLVVXSHULRUVWRR1RWKLQJVKRXOGEHEUXVKHG
XQGHUWKHFDUSHWDQGGLVFLSOLQHPXVWEHHQVXUHGWRVHQGDVWURQJVLJQDOWRWKHUDQNV
ZKLFKDORQHFRXOGEHDQHIIHFWLYHGHWHUUHQFHWRFKHFNUHFXUUHQFHRIVXFKLQFLGHQWV

(GXFDWLRQIRUDQ
HPSRZHUHG,QGLD
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he 17 Sustainable
Development Goals
(SDGs) adopted by the
member States of the
UN are a call for global action ‘to
end poverty, protect the planet
and ensure that people enjoy
peace and prosperity by 2030.’
These 17 goals are interlinked;
action in one area would impact
all others as well. The SDG-4 is
to ‘Ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and promote
lifelong learning opportunities
for all.’ Education acculturates,
liberates and leads from darkness
to light. No democratic society,
that assures equity and equality
to one and all, could do so without fulsome universal education,
so precisely and comprehensively worded in the SDG-4.
While the goal is universal, the
path to attain it would depend on
specific requirements, resources,
and cultural context of individual nations.
The Constitution of India
had directed the State to ensure
free and compulsory elementary
education to all. In spite of several constraints, it accelerated the
process to a level that now there
is no community, group or
organisation that does not
demand quality education for
both boys and girls. Further,
every nation needs to enhance its
cognitive capital, as it alone
would be a major vehicle for its
progress and development. It is
in this background that in the
third decade of the 21st century,
countries are upgrading their
education policies.
Education prepares people,
and people ignite change which
in the current context is being
seriously impacted by socio-cultural and economic impact of
information and communication
technologies; ICT. It is indeed
fascinating to recall how the
education system has changed in
India during the last seven
decades. India has already begun
implementing its new education
policy; the NEP 2020. The experiences gained during the last
seven decades would be handy in
the fruitful implementation of
new plans and projects aimed at
achieving the SDG-4.
A thorough review of the
Indian education scenario after

T

the independence comes
from Professor Jagdish Lal
Azad. Azad never lost faith in
education even in the most
excruciating circumstance: “I
don’t know how I escaped the
murderous spears of the ruthless killers. I, however, saw the
dead body of my mother,
with her throat pierced, her
left leg half burnt and her lifeless eyes half open”. He served
the Planning Commission as
Head of Education. An incorrigible researcher, now in his
101st year, he presents an
overview of how India has
strived to extend the outreach
of education to every nook
and corner of the nation in
his latest book — Indian
Education since Independence.
Nobel Laureate Gunnar
Myrdal, the illustrious author
of the treatise Asian Drama,
considered the need for planning as “the intellectual matrix
of entire modernisation ideology’. In the Indian Context,
Azad infers: “The edifice of
planning, however, had to be
built keeping in view the political-administrative set up visualised by the Indian
Constitution, particularly the
federal character of the Indian
administration, under which
the constituent units are as
much responsible for plan
formulation and implementation as the Union
Government”.
A paradigm shift did take
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place in the early nineties
when economic policies laid
emphasis on liberalisation,
privatisation and globalisation. It led to focus on cooperative federalism which
envisages that the Central and
State Governments should be
guided by broad national concerns of using available
resources for larger benefits of
people.
The NEP 2020 is being
implemented at a stage when
India is fully ready to take a
comprehensive view of its
future manpower needs,
emerging aspirations of the
youth and even the possibilities of demographic dividend,
a possibility that could be
availed globally. The Indian
system is accustomed to a traditional memory based pattern that has to be transformed drastically to experiential, holistic, integrated,
inquiry-driven, discovery-oriented, learner-centered, discussion-based, flexible, and, of
course, enjoyable. This would
be a tough transition.
Based on his research,
Azad indicates: “It may be
conceded that in our situation,
the problems of educational
management are as complex
and unwieldy as their size. The
inadequacies of the present
management structures in
education particularly at the
State and District levels to
cope with the far too complex
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Sir — India has recovered significantly
after the COVID-19 pandemic in terms
of normality. However, the economy and
education sector is still lagging behind
in the race. The overall daily caseload has
minimised to nearly 10,000 and the fatalities, too, have decreased. But, in the
meantime, different variants of other
viruses have been germinating. Whether
it be the mosquitoe-borne Zika virus or
the Alphavirus in animals. These incidents and cases are alarming for people
as well as the Government. The mosquitoe-borne diseases like dengue and
malaria are already a havoc in India and
now the Zika virus adds to the pain.
The symptoms of this virus include
fever, headaches, dizziness, joint ache and
weakness. Therefore, each one of us
needs to be very careful, otherwise the
daily rise in cases can be dangerous. The
UP Government needs to put extra effort
on Zika so that before it is contained
before it grapples masses. It would be
much better if we maintain hygienic conditions at home and remain hydrated. If
the fever and other problems remain for
long, prefer to see a doctor and take serious treatment. Our health is in our
hands. Though we cannot always control our surroundings, we can inculcate
measures that help us stay safe.
Aman Jaiswal | Delhi
D8531@D19>µCE@6?B1>5G9>>9>7C
Sir — It is a test of captaincy for the 79year-old Amarinder Singh. Not that he
was not a Captain at all in his long political career. In the army and then as the
head of executive in Punjab, Captain
Amarinder Singh has no shortage of
experience by any stretch of imagination.
On the contrary, his understanding of
politics and exposure to the basics of
administration is second to none. After
his unceremonious ouster from the post
of Chief Minister, Amarinder has taken
the fight to the Congress camp. And now
that he has formed his own party,
Amarinder is a free bird.
The Punjab Assembly elections are
not far away; Amarinder's presence
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may not have taken the winds off the
Congress's sails but the Captain flexing
his muscles can do crucial damage to the
grand old party's prospects of scraping
through because at present that is what
is expected of the party. Amarinder
Singh, whose influence in some pockets
cannot be undermined, is sure to try his
best to foil the chances of his former
party with which he was associated for
more than 40 years.
Ganapathi Bhat | Akola
389>5C51E4139DI1DD852?B45B
Sir — The Pentagons’ latest annual
report to the US Congress on China
contains a disquieting piece of information (and a satellite image) for India. It
brings to light the building of a 100home civilian village with the potential
to double up as a military camp in a disputed region in Arunachal Pradesh.
The report considers the so-called village as part of ‘incremental and tacti-
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cal’ actions taken by China to lay claim
to some areas along the LAC as its own.
It is significant that China is turning
more and more assertive and aggressive
despite India’s alliance with the US
through the Quad.
It is baffling that India is in denial
when China is flexing its muscles by
putting up many permanent structures
in areas where there were none. India is
found wanting in taking a robust and
proactive approach to PLA’s attempts at
annexing Indian territories. It is a paradox that the Modi Government claims
to be strong and at the same time turns
a blind eye to the reality of Chinese
encroachments. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi denied Chinese intrusion and gave China a clean chit which
he should not have done.
G David Milton | Maruthancode
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

challenges thrown up by the
fast developing educational
system in the post-independence period have been highlighted ad-infinitum.”
Consequently, changes
within the system are critical, be it content, pedagogy, teacher preparation,
preparation of textual materials or online and offline
learning. Education in independent India has consistently faced inadequacy of
resources, trained manpower, and the levels of commitment and competence on
the part of functionaries at
various levels.
Serious efforts are being
made to ensure that every
child gets that much-promised
equality of opportunity in
growing up a dignified citizen
who has not only acquired
educational but has imbibed
courage, competence and
character. The oft-repeated
phrase of the 20th century that
future empires shall be
empires of knowledge has
come true. Only those nations
would advance further and
earn global respect which
shall consistently enhance
their cognitive capital. The
NEP 2020 is fully conscious of
it and a very encouraging
canvas is unfolding before the
youth of India.
(The writer works in education and social cohesion. The
views expressed are personal.)
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LPDFKDO3UDGHVKSRSXODUO\NQRZQDV'HYEKRRPLLVDIDYRXULWH
WRXULVWGHVWLQDWLRQ,WKDVOLPLWHGDLUDQGUDLOFRQQHFWLYLW\DQGURDGV
DUHWKHOLIHOLQHQRWRQO\IRUWKHSHRSOHRIWKHVWDWHEXWDOVRIRU
WKHGHYHORSPHQWRIWRXULVPK\GURSRZHUSURMHFWVDQGWKHUDSLGO\H[SDQG
LQJLQGXVWULDOKXEV7KHVWDWHKDVZLWQHVVHGUDSLGH[SDQVLRQLQWHUPV
RIKLJKZD\FRQVWUXFWLRQDQGEURDGHQLQJRIURDGV+RZHYHUURDGDFFL
GHQWVUHPDLQRQHRIWKHPDLQFRQFHUQV+XPDQHUURUVDUHUHVSRQVLEOH
IRURYHUSHUFHQWRIWKHWRWDODFFLGHQWVLQ+LPDFKDODQGDERXWWR
SHUFHQWDFFLGHQWVRFFXURQWKHQDWLRQDOKLJKZD\V
7LOO2FWREHUSHUVRQVZHUHNLOOHGDQGLQMXUHG
LQDFFLGHQWV,QKLOO\URDGVFXUYHVDUHGHVLJQHGIRUPD[LPXPVSHHG
RINPSHUKRXUVSHHGEXWGULYHUVRIWHQQHJRWLDWHDFXUYHDWDVSHHG
RINPWRNPSHUKRXU7KDWFDXVHVDFFLGHQWV&OLPDWHIDFWRUVOLNH
ODQGVOLGHVWKDWEORFNURDGVDORQJZLWKKHDY\UDLQVDQGIODVKIORRGVDOVR
UHVXOWLQURDGVDQGEULGJHVEHLQJZDVKHGDZD\OHDGLQJWRORVVRIOLIH
DQGSURSHUW\5HPRWHDUHDVKDYHWKHSUREOHPRIOHVVQXPEHUDQGIUH
TXHQF\RIEXVHVDQGRWKHUYHKLFOHVZKLFKOHDGVWRRYHUFURZGLQJLQFUHDV
LQJWKHFKDQFHVRIDFFLGHQWV

7KH5RDG$FFLGHQW'DWD0DQDJHPHQW6\VWHP 5$'06 VD\VLQWKUHH
\HDUVHQGLQJ-XQHWKHPD[LPXPDFFLGHQWVLQWKHVWDWHDUHDWWULE
XWHGWRRYHUVSHHGLQJIROORZHGE\GDQJHURXVDQGQHJOLJHQWGULYLQJZURQJ
RYHUWDNLQJEDGURDGFRQGLWLRQVGUXJDQGDOFRKRODEXVHDQGRWKHUUHD
VRQVLQFOXGLQJDGYHUVHZHDWKHUFRQGLWLRQVDQGPHFKDQLFDOIDXOWV'XULQJ
WKLV\HDUSHUFHQWRIWKHDFFLGHQWVWKDWLQYROYHGYHKLFOHVSOXQJLQJ
GRZQKLOOVLGHRFFXUUHGLQUXUDODUHDVZKLOHRQO\WZRSHUFHQWRIVXFK
URDGPLVKDSVWRRNSODFHLQXUEDQDUHDV2XWRIWKHVHDFFLGHQWV
SHUFHQW ZHUHFDXVHGGXHWRYHKLFOHVYHHULQJRIIWKHURDGDQG
UROOLQJGRZQVWHHSKLOOVFODLPLQJOLYHVDQGLQMXULQJSHUVRQV
'LVWULFWZLVHDFFLGHQWPDSSLQJDQDO\VLVDQGPLFURPDQDJHPHQWKDYH
KHOSHGWKHSROLFHLGHQWLI\PLVKDSSURQHVWUHWFKHVDQGUHDVRQVIRUWKH
DFFLGHQWV$GDWDEDQNKDVDOVREHHQFUHDWHGRQWKHEDVLVRIGDLO\DFFL
GHQWPDSSLQJZLWKWKHFDWHJRULHVRIYHKLFOHVLQYROYHGGDQJHURXVDQG
YXOQHUDEOHVWUHWFKHVEODFNVSRWVWLPLQJVDQGWKHUHDVRQVIRUDFFLGHQWV
$FFRUGLQJWR'LUHFWRU*HQHUDORI3ROLFH+LPDFKDO3UDGHVK6DQMD\.XQGX
6RPHRIWKHVDIHW\PHDVXUHVDGRSWHGLQFOXGH'RSSOHUUDGDUVWRFKHFN
VSHHGDQGGHSOR\PHQWRIWUDIILFSROLFHDWYXOQHUDEOHSRLQWV7KHIRFXV
RISROLFHKDVVKLIWHGWRURDGVDIHW\:HKDYHUHTXHVWHGWKHVWDWHJRY
HUQPHQWWRSURYLGHLQWHUFHSWRUYHKLFOHVWRFRQWURORYHUVSHHGLQJDQGWUDI
ILFSROLFHVWDWLRQVRQEXV\QDWLRQDOKLJKZD\V
7KHVWXGHQWVDQGIDFXOW\LQQRYDWRUVRI,,70DQGLLQ+LPDFKDO3UDGHVK
KDYHGHYHORSHGDVPDUWURDGPRQLWRULQJV\VWHPWKDWZLOOKHOSSUHYHQW
DFFLGHQWVRFFXUULQJDWVKDUSWXUQVDQGHQKDQFHWUDIILFPDQDJHPHQWHVSH
FLDOO\LQWKHKLOO\DUHDV7KHUHVHDUFKWHDPKDVFUHDWHGWKHV\VWHPWKDW
FDQEHXVHGIRUVSHHGGHWHFWLRQYHKLFOHFRXQWVHQKDQFHGWUDIILFPDQ
DJHPHQWE\HPSOR\LQJWKHPLFURHOHFWURPHFKDQFLDOV\VWHPV 0(06
DQGLQWHUQHWRIWKLQJV ,R7 WHFKQRORJLHV$FFRUGLQJWR.98GD\$VVLVWDQW
3URIHVVRURI6FKRRORI(QJLQHHULQJ,,70DQGL7KHGHYHORSHGV\VWHP
FRPSULVHVWZROD\HUVRIGHWHFWLRQXQLWVWRDOHUWWKHGULYHUV,WZLOOGHWHFW
WKHW\SHRIYHKLFOHSDVVLQJWKURXJKWKHXQLWDQGLILWLVKHDGLQJWRZDUG
WKHFXUYHWKHGULYHUVRQWKHRWKHUVLGHZLOOEHDOHUWHGDERXWWKHLQFRP
LQJWUDIILFWKURXJKDVLJQDO
%DGURDGVDQGQHJOLJHQFHRIGULYHUVUHVXOWLQGHDWKDQGGLVDELOLW\
ZKLFKQHHGWREHUXOHGRXWE\WDNLQJVSHFLDOLQLWLDWLYHVOLNHSURYLGLQJWUDLQ
LQJWRWKHGULYHUVDQGWKHYHKLFOH VURDGZRUWKLQHVVPXVWEHPDLQWDLQHG
WRSUHYHQWPLVKDSV5RDGVVDIHW\LQIUDVWUXFWXUHOLNHFUDVKEDUULHUVDQG
SDUDSHWVDORQJZLWKSURSHUVLJQDJHVKRXOGEHHQVXUHG
7KHZULWHULVDVHQLRUMRXUQDOLVWDQG&KDLUPDQ3DQZDU*URXS
RI,QVWLWXWLRQV6RODQ+LPDFKDO3UDGHVK7KHYLHZVH[SUHVVHGDUH
SHUVRQDO

+RZWUXHLV,QGLD V
KXQJHUUDQNLQJ"
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DWEHVWDSROLWLFDOVWXQWWRVKRZFHUWDLQGHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHVLQEDGOLJKW
ecently
Germany-based
Welthungerhilfe ranked India at
slot 101 among their hunger list
of 116 countries. The report has
put serious aspersions on India's efforts
to provide nutrition food to its citizens,
with only 15 countries behind it.
Welthungerhlife's Hunger Index in India
has declined from 38.8 in the year 2000
to 27.5 in 2021, indicating that hunger
has come down in the last two decades.
The poor ranking in hunger gives critics of the PM Narendra Modi government ammunition to criticise the regime
for incidence of hunger has increased
during the coronavirus pandemic.
The research report has problems
that need to be dealt with. The details of
report, data, analysis and even methodology appears faulty. It cannot be used
to determine the trajectory of domestic
policy-making and feedback of ground
realities. It cannot be considered as an
academic exercise for sure, at best an
extended political stunt to show certain
developing countries and their regimes
in a bad light. That too is done shabbily. India certainly needs to appropriately assess its nutrition problem, it must
be dealt with all seriousness. However,
Welthungerhilfe's report deserves to be
binned.
Hope India's mission in Germany
has already sent their rebuttal to this
report, if not, then it must me sent in
harshest words and that too quickly. Let
us understand the methodology and data
used in this index; and how they affect
the index. First, the results published on
India in Global Hunger Index do not
exactly match the production figures of
these commodities by the Ministry of
Agriculture, Government of India. The
production of food grains and other food
items like milk, eggs, vegetables, fruits,
fish, etc. has been increasing in India. If
we look at the last two decades, the total
production of milk was only 777 lakh
tonnes in the year 2000, which increased
to 2000 lakh tonnes by 2020 and our
daily per capita milk production has
reached 394 grams. The total production
of eggs was 11440 crores per year in
2019-20, as compared to only 3050
crores in the year 2000. That is, now the
per capita availability of eggs has reached
86. Along with this, the availability of
vegetables, fruits, meat, pulses and edible oils and other food items has all
increased at an unprecedented rate.
Surprisingly, the per capita availability of
these food items is far less in the countries, which are shown above India.
More problems; to prepare the
Hunger Index, they have to use National
Sample Survey Organisation's (NSSO's)
food consumption data as per the notified methodology; but interestingly, no
survey of NSSO has been published after
the year 2011-12. It may be mentioned
that the publication of the 2015-16
Round of NSSO in this regard was with-
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(The writer is Professor,
PGDAV College,
University of Delhi. The
views expressed are
personal.)

drawn by the government due to
serious deficiencies therein. So,if
the Hunger Index for 2021 has
been prepared using the same
data from 2011-12, it would be
ridiculous.
A thorough analysis of the
data is essential before we make
any commentary or design government policy.
Major problem areas;
Welthungerhilfe's Global Hunger
Index, does not collect any data
itself, on consumption of food
items, but only makes use of data
compiled by the World Food
Organization (FAO). In the past,
the FAO has been dependent on
the
National
Nutrition
Monitoring Board (NNMB), a
premiere Indian organisation,
regarding data on food consumption. The NNMB states that the
FAO and Welthungerhilfe in their
methodology estimate the consumption of food on the basis of
per capita consumer spending
published by the NSSO. But
NNMB says that they did not conduct any survey of food consumption in rural areas after 2011 and
in urban areas after 2016.
Welthungerhilfe also appears not
to have used data from the Board
but a Gallop Survey by a private
organization without any justification.
More holes in the survey; do
these indicators used in the Global
Hunger Index really measure
hunger? If these indicators are the
result of hunger, then rich people
who have no problem with access
to food, why should their children
be stunted and wasted. The 2016
data from the National Institute of

Nutrition (NIN) for 16 states
shows that even among the rich
(owning cars, homes), 17.6 per
cent and 13.6 per cent children,
respectively, suffer from stunting
and wasting. And, mothers with
overweight and obesity (with
adequate access to food) were
more likely to have children with
signs of stunting (22 per cent) and
wasting (11.8 per cent).
Earlier, no questions were
raised on the methodology or data
used in preparing the Hunger
Index. But due to the low ranking
of India in terms of hunger and
errors in the data used in this
regard, the methodology and data
used in preparing this index has
come under scrutiny.
The report says the mortality
rate has decreased in children
under the age of 5 years, and incidence of stunting in children
under the age of 5 years has also
decreased. But a paradox in this
report is that recently during the
pandemic, the proportion of population with evidence of malnutrition has increased; so also the
proportion the wasted children
under the age of five years.
This report is published every
year. Although this report compares hunger in different years,
the report acknowledges that the
index, ranking and indicators
given in this report are limited to
this year only. That is, a comparison cannot be made between different years in this regard, as there
is a difference in the sources of
data and methodology in different years.
The organization has prepared the formula of hunger

index in such a way, where there
are three equal parts - one third
part is food availability, the other
third is the mortality rate of children under 5 years and the
remaining third is malnutrition
among children. There are two
indicators of malnutrition in
children under the age of five wasting and stunting. That is, a
total of 4 indicators and 3 dimensions are used in the hunger
index.
Periodic surveys are conducted by the National Family Health
Survey (NFHS) regarding malnutrition among children and those
figures can be considered reliable.
Similarly, data on mortality rate
in children is collected on actual basis, even that does not indicate any problem. It is noteworthy that the proportion of children stunted below 5 years of age
has declined from 54.2 percent
between 1998-2002 to 34.7 percent between 2016-2020. That is,
now children are getting taller
than before. Experts believe that
since babies are getting taller than
before, they are getting thinner
(so-called wasted) due to their
increasing height, which is a
good sign. In such a situation,
there is a flaw in the methodology of measuring hunger, by
simultaneously using data on
wasting, with declining incidence
of stunting.
The time has come to call out
such motivated surveys. And
developing countries must come
out together to bring out reports
giving a better picture of ground
realities, not a mere jugglery
with numbers.
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he battle lines for the
assembly elections are
drawn in the tiny state of
Goa, which is going for polls
early next year. The poll scene
is likely to be crowded, with at
least eight parties contesting.
The ruling BJP and opposition
Congress-and some outside
contenders like Trinamool
Congress and Aam Admi
Party -- are in the fray. This
multi-cornered contest might
result in fragmentation of the
votes as no party would be in
a position to get a majority.
Why are regional parties
like the TMC and AAP eyeing
Goa?Firstly, parties, including the NCP, AAP, and TMC,
have national ambitions. But
to be recognized as a national party, constitutionally, a
party must have at least two
percent representation in the
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(The writer is a senior
journalist. The views
expressed are personal.)

Lok Sabha from four states, or
poll six percent of votes in the
Assembly or Lok Sabha in at
least four states, or have at least
four MPs from any state.
Secondly, though Goa is
the smallest state with just two
Lok Sabha seats and a 40member Assembly, it cannot
add significantly to the kitty of
any party either in Parliament
or assembly but the vote share
counts.
Thirdly, Goa's tiny constituency size does not need
enormous resources for election. Also, language is not a
barrier for most Goans speak
English.
Fourthly, those going with
the aim of expansion like
Mamata Banerjee or Arvind
Kejriwal, or even Sharad
Pawar, are nursing prime ministerial ambitions.

Finally, the other parties
smell a chance as Congress and
the BJP matter are only two
main parties and a third party
has an opportunity to emerge
as an alternative.
The elections will be fierce
with issues ranging from the
environment to mining and
handling of COVID. No party
has any chief ministerial candidates so far.
The top leaders from the
BJP, Congress, Trinamool
Congress, and AAP have
already launched high-profile

campaigns. Regional players
like Goa Forward Party (GFP)
and
Maharashtrawadi
Gomantak Party (MGP) have
also thrown in their hats.
The BJP will seek votes in
the name of prime minister
Narendra Modi. The other
parties, too, have not
announced chief ministerial
candidates.
As for the Congress, the
loss of former Goa chief minister Luizinho Faleiro to the
TMC last month was a huge
setback. The party is now
down to four MLAs from 17
MLAs, three of whom are exCMs of Goa - all spent forces.
The TMC has big ambitions to expand in Goa, with
the West Bengal chief minister Mamata Banerjee visiting
the state already to launch her
campaign. Her adviser

Prashant Kishore has been
doing the groundwork.
The TMC has inducted
several leaders in the last few
weeks, including bureaucratturned-politician Elvis Gomes,
former AAP convenor in Goa,
and former East Bengal footballer Alvito D'Cunha, tennis
stars like Leander Paes and former Congress leader Nafisa
Ali. The TMC and AAP will
only cut into the secular votes
of Congress.
The AAP, too, has considerable political ambitions. It
has been offering freebies like
free electricity up to 300 units
a month, 80 percent reservation for locals in private jobs,
and an employment allowance
for the tourism and mining
sectors.
Kejriwal is trying to rope
in MGP MLA Ramkrishna

alias Sudin Dhavalikar. The
MGP was once Goa's ruling
party, and the BJP entered
Goan politics with its support.
But after the BJP poached in
to the MGP, the party left the
BJP alliance.
The upcoming assembly
polls will not be easy for the
BJP because of the anti-incumbency. The disunity in the
opposition might perhaps
make things easier for the
BJP. Corruption and antiincumbency are the two crucial factors.
BJP has also promised free
water to every home. It has also
promised 10,000 new government jobs and launched an
outreach programme, "Sarkar
Tumchya Dari" (government
at your doorsteps).
The Church also plays a
role, with local parishes wield-

ing much influence. Almost
half of the BJP's incumbent
MLAs are Christians;The BJP
is keen to continue its Goa
experiment to show that it is
not an anti-minority party. The
recent visit of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to Rome when
he hugged the Pope and also
invited him is part of the BJP's
scheme for winning Goa.
The BJP is worried about
the Shiv Sena and the
Revolutionary Goans, a new
party attracting the youth.
The Sena plans to contest 22
Hindu-majority seats to hurt
the BJP.
The poll tie-ups are going
on, and the final picture will
emerge only closer to the
polls. The coalition is the only
option for Goa if it does not
vote for one party with a
majority.
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hina has delivered its
largest and most advanced
warship to Pakistan as it seeks
to beef up the navy of its allweather ally in the Arabian Sea
and the Indian Ocean, where it
has increased its own naval
presence in recent years.
Designed and built by
China State Shipbuilding
Corporation Limited (CSSC),
the frigate was delivered to the
Pakistan Navy in a commissioning ceremony in Shanghai,
the CSSC announced in a statement on Monday.
The Type 054A/P frigate
was named the PNS Tughril,
state-run Global Times
reported on Tuesday.
Pakistani Ambassador to
China Moin ul Haque said
that the commissioning of the
PNS Tughril ensures balance of

C

power in the Indian Ocean.
In the context of the overall security paradigm of the
region, Tughril-class frigates
will strengthen Pakistan Navy’s
capabilities to respond to maritime challenges to ensure seaward defence, maintain peace,
stability and balance of power
in the Indian Ocean region, he
said, according to the Global
Times report.
The PNS Tughril is the first
hull of four Type 054 frigates

being constructed for the
Pakistan Navy and the vessel is
a technologically advanced and
highly capable platform with
enormous surface-to-surface,
surface-to-air and underwater
firepower, besides extensive
surveillance potentials, the
daily quoted a Pakistan Navy’s
statement.
Being equipped with stateof-the-art combat management
and an electronic warfare system along with modern selfdefence capabilities, the Type
054A/P frigate can simultaneously execute a number of
naval warfare missions in a
highly intense multi-threat
environment, it said.
The frigate is the largest and
most advanced warship China
has ever exported, CSSC said.
China which shares all-

weather strategic ties with
Pakistan has emerged as the
biggest weapons supplier for
the Pakistani military. Besides
the advanced naval ships,
China also partners with the
Pakistan Air Force to build JF17 Thunder fighter aircraft.
Observers say the military
cooperation in recent years
focussed more on the navy as
China gradually stepped up its
naval presence in India’s backyard, the Indian Ocean.
Besides building its first
military base in Djibouti in the
Horn of Africa in the Indian
Ocean, China has acquired
Pakistan’s Gwadar port in the
Arabian Sea which connects
with China’s Xinjiang province
by land in the $60 billion
China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC).

Bangladeshi court on
Tuesday sentenced in
absentia former top judge
Surendra Kumar Sinha, the
country’s first chief justice from
the minority Hindu community, to 11 years in jail on two
counts of graft in a case over
money laundering and breach
of trust.
Dhaka Special Judge 4
Shaikh Nazmul Alam sentenced the former chief justice,
who currently lives in the
United States, to seven years in
prison for money laundering
and another four years for
criminal breach of trust. The
prison terms will run
concurrently.
“(Justice) SK Sinha is the
principal beneficiary of the
laundered money,” the court
said in its verdict.
Sinha, 70, was sentenced to
11 years in prison in a case
involving the laundering of Tk
4 crore ($4,70,000) taken in

credit from the Farmers Bank,
now
known
as
the
Padma Bank.
The judgment came four
years after Sinha resigned while
on a visit abroad as the government alleged he was
involved in corrupt practices.
Sinha served as the 21st
Chief Justice of Bangladesh
from Januar y, 2015 to
November, 2017.
Sinha, Bangladesh’s first
chief justice from the minority Hindu community, has

alleged that he was forced to
resign because he opposed
Bangladesh’s incumbent “undemocratic” and “authoritarian”
regime.
Among the 10 others tried
in the case, Tangail residents,
Md Shahjahan and Niranjan
Chandra Saha, were acquitted
as the charges against them
were not proven.
The rest have been given
different terms of jail and
slapped with fines.
AKM Shamim, former
managing director of Farmers
Bank, has been jailed for four
years and fined Tk 50,000.
Ranjit Chandra Saha, a
personal aide to Justice Sinha,
and his wife Shantri Roy got
three years each and fined Tk
10,000.
Five other former officials
of Farmers Bank were sentenced to three years in jail each
and fined Tk 25,000.
Other than Sinha, three
others were tried in absentia as
they were on the run.
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ovid deaths in Russia hit a
new record on Tuesday and
new confirmed cases remained
high two days after a nine-day
non-working period ended in
most of the country’s regions.
The state coronavirus task
force reported 1,211 Covid-19
deaths, the highest daily death
toll in the pandemic, and 39,160
new cases. The task force has
reported around 40,000 cases
and over 1,100 deaths every day
since late October.
Russian President Vladimir
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aiwan on Tuesday said
China is seeking to take
T
control of the island by wear-
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Putin ordered many Russians
last month to stay off work
between Oct. 30 and Nov. 7. He
authorized regional govern-

0?

ments to extend the number of
non-working days if necessary, but only five Russian
regions have done so.
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ore than 20 children were
killed and dozens more
M
injured when a fire swept
through a school in Niger’s second-largest city, Maradi.
Three classrooms made of
straw were consumed by the
fire at the pre-school and primary school called ‘AFN’, taking the lives of the children
aged between 3 and 8, the government said late Monday.
An investigation has been
launched to determine the
cause of the fire and where it
started, the Regional Direction
of National Education
confirmed.

Straw huts are often used as
temporary classrooms in overcrowded schools in Niger in
West Africa. In April a fire
fueled by high winds burned
through an elementary school
on the outskirts of Niger’s capital, Niamey, killing 20 children.
Teachers and parents have
said that the deaths highlight
the dangers of the temporary
classrooms.
“Our hearts are with the
children and families affected.
Our most sincere condolences
to the families of the victims
and their communities,”
UNICEF’s representative in
Niger Stefano Savi said in a
statement.
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olish riot police reinforced
Poland’s eastern border on
P
Tuesday, a day after hundreds
of migrants tried to storm
across the razor-wire border
fence from Belarus. Thousands
of migrants still remained on
the Belarussian side and Polish
authorities feared the tense
standoff could escalate.
Polish authorities reported
that the situation on the border
— which is also the eastern border for the 27-nation European
Union and NATO — was calm
overnight and Tuesday morning, but after Monday’s border
scrum they said they were
bracing for any possibility.
Poland’s Defense Ministry

said Tuesday that a large group
of Belarusian forces was moving
toward the migrants, who were
camping out on the border.
Major
Katarzyna
Zdanowicz, from the region’s
border guards, estimated 3,0004,000 migrants were along the
border, including about 800 in
the vicinity of the large
makeshift migrant camp. She
also said there was a greater concentration of Belarusian services
on the border to “control, steer
and direct these people.”
She said the Polish assessment comes from aerial observations, and alleged that
Belarus authorities were taking
journalists to the border area to
present the situation to the people of Belarus as propaganda.

ing down its military capabilities and influencing public
opinion, while avoiding an allout military conflict that could
likely draw in the United States.
Taiwan’s Defence Ministry
said in a biennial report that
Beijing is employing “gray
zone” tactics to ratchet up
pressure on the self-governing
island republic which China
claims as its own territory.
China has been stepping
up its threats to use force to
against Taiwan by holding military exercises and sending
planes close to the island.
During China’s National
Day weekend in early October,
China dispatched 149 military
aircraft southwest of Taiwan in
strike group formations, causing Taiwan to scramble aircraft
and activate its air defence
missile systems.

The report said that reflects
Beijing’s effort to degrade
Taiwan’s air force through wear
and tear and heavy requirements on its personnel. It said
the strategy also includes
cyberwarfare, propaganda and
a campaign to isolate Taiwan
internationally to force it to
accept China’s terms without
engaging in a shooting war.
China and Taiwan separated during a civil war in 1949.
While the US cut formal diplomatic relations with Taipei in
1979 in order to recognise
Beijing, Washington is committed by law to ensure the
island can defend itself and to
treat all threats toward it as
matters of grave concern.
Asked in a recent CNN
town hall whether the U.S. would
come to Taiwan’s defense if
attacked, US President Joe Biden
said, “Yes, we have a commitment to do that.” US officials
immediately moved to clarify
that there had been no change in
the US posture toward Taiwan.
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bps from the last week.
So far this fiscal, the state
borrowings have declined by
16.4 per cent on an annualised basis, and today’s auction
was a whopping 37 per cent
lower than indicated as six
states undertook lower-thanindicated borrowings while
Andhra borrowed C1,000 crore
even though it had not earlier
indicated to do so.
At today’s auctions, five
States raised C6,000 crore,
which is 37 per cent less, and
this would have been lower
having it not been for Andhra,
which despite not being part of
the indicative calendar raised
C1,000 crore. Five States that
were listed in the calendar did
not participate in the auction.
Market borrowings by the
states so far is 16 per cent less
than that in the corresponding
period of the last fiscal, as 27
states and two UTs have raised
Rs 3.88 lakh crore so far against
Rs 4.64 lakh crore a year ago - down 12 per cent year-onyear.
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omestic air passenger traf- per flight in September 2021.
fic grew by ~24-25% at Though the recovery continued
D
around 87-88 lakh in October in October 2021, demand con2021, compared to ~71 lakh in
September 2021. The same
reflects a Y-o-Y growth of
~67%. The airlines’ capacity
deployment for October 2021
was around 46% higher than
October 2020 (~72,000 departures in October 2021, against
49,150 departures in October
2020). On a sequential basis,
the number of departures in
October 2021 were higher by
~18%, as Covid-19 infections
demonstrated a downward trajectory.
Commenting further, Mr.
Suprio Banerjee, Vice President
& Sector Head, ICRA said, “For
October 2021, the average daily
departures were at ~2,400, significantly higher than the average daily departures of 1585 in
October 2020, and higher than
~2,100 in September 2021.
The average number of passengers per flight during
October 2021 was 122, against
an average of 117 passengers

tinues to be subdued from the
corporate traveller segment as
reflected by passenger traffic
being lower by ~28% in
October 2021 compared to
pre-Covid levels.”
With effect from October
18, 2021, Ministry of Civil
Aviation (MoCA) has allowed
restoration of permitted capacity to 100.0% for the domestic
operations. In ICRA’s view, the
increase in permitted capacity
to 100.0% levels is a step in the
right direction, given the onset
of the festive season. It may be
recalled that the MoCA had
reduced the permissible capacity deployment to 50% of preCovid levels, with effect from
June 01, 2021 due to the resurgence of the second wave of the
pandemic. It had subsequently
increased the permitted capacity to 72.5%, with effect from
August 12, 2021 and increasing
the capacity further to 85.0%
with effect from Sept 18, 2021.
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the domestic market traded
lower as private banking stocks $VLDQVWRFNPDUNHWVORZHU
%LR17HFK
VKLSPHQW&05
quity benchmark Sensex were under pressure following
estimates suggest a potential 5declined by 112 points on dull global markets," said
E
VHHVSURILWVULVH Tuesday due to profit booking Vinod Nair, Head of Research DIWHU:DOO6WKLWVUHFRUGDJDLQ
8 per cent year-on-year growth
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he Reser ve Bank on
Tuesday lifted restrictions
on Diners Club International
and allowed it to onboard new
domestic customers.
The restrictions have
been lifted with immediate
effect, the central bank said in
a statement.
The RBI had on April 23,
2021, imposed restrictions on
Diners Club International Ltd
from onboarding new domestic customers onto its card
network from May 1, 2021, for
non-compliance with the
norms on Storage of Payment
System Data.
"In view of the satisfactory compliance demonstrated by
Diners Club International Ltd.
With the RBI circular...On
Storage of Payment System
Data, the restrictions imposed,
vide order dated April 23,

T

2021, on on-boarding of fresh
domestic customers have been
lifted with immediate effect,"
the RBI said.
In April 2018, the
RBI had directed all system
providers to ensure that within six months the entire data
(full end-to-end transaction
details/information collected/carried/processed as part of

the message/payment instruction) relating to payment systems operated by them is stored
in a system only in India.
They were also required to
report compliance to the RBI
and submit a Board-approved
System Audit Report conducted by a CERT-In empanelled
auditor within the timelines
specified therein.

has declined sharply to 6.81 per
cent at the weekly auctions held
on Tuesday, mainly because
they raised shorter tenor funds
and 37 per cent less than notified.
Last week, the cost of debt
for three States had peaked to
the highest this fiscal at 7.02 per
cent, up 12 bps over the previous week, despite most of the
notified States drawing down
less or not participating in the
auctions.
According to rating agencies Icra and Care Ratings, the
reason for the lower cut-off at
6.81 per cent was driven by the
cut in the Central excise duty
and VAT by some states on
petrol and diesel but left the
spread between the 10-year
G-secs and state debt widened
to 64 bps from 61 bps last week,
as the duty cut will cushion the
inflation. The C 17,000 crore

GST compensation was another reason for the lesser appetite
for funds this week.
Also the share of the 10year State bonds in total
issuance in Q3 declined to 44
per cent from 52 per cent in
Q2, leading to the massive
decline in the cut-off. As a
result, the weighted average
cut-off decreased by 21 bps to
6.81 per cent, led by a decline
in cut-offs across tenors.
According to Care Ratings,
the weighted average cost of
borrowings across states and
tenures declined by 21 bps to
6.81 per cent from last week,
while the weighted average
yield of the 10-year state bond
was 6.93 per cent, lower by 6
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erman pharmaceutical
company BioNTech,
G
which partnered with Pfizer to
develop the first widely used
Covid-19 vaccine, said Tuesday
that its earnings grew again in
the third quarter.
BioNTech, which is based
in Mainz, reported a net profit of more than 3.2 billion
euros ($3.7 billion) for the
July-September period.
That compares with the
company’s loss of 210 million
euros ($243 million) in the
same period a year earlier and
a second-quarter profit of
almost 2.8 billion euros ($3.2
billion).
Vaccinations with the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine started started in December.
BioNTech reported revenue of nearly 6.1 billion euros
($7.1 billion), up from 67.5 million euros ($78 million) in the
third quarter of 2020.
It said that more than 2 billion doses of the Covid-19
vaccine,
marketed
as
Comirnaty, had been delivered this year as of Nov. 2.

in index-heavyweights HDFC
twins, Kotak Bank and Bajaj
Finance despite a positive trend
in global markets.
After a volatile trading
session, the 30-share index
ended 112.16 points or 0.19 per
cent lower at 60,433.45 with 16
of its constituents ending in the
red.
The broader Nifty of the
National Stock Exchange fell by
24.30 points or 0.13 per cent to
18,044.25 as private banks and
FMCG stocks declined.
HDFC Bank was the top
loser in the Sensex pack, shedding nearly 2 per cent, followed
by HDFC, Bajaj Finance,
NTPC, Maruti, Kotak Bank
and PowerGrid. On the other
hand, gains in M&M, SBI,
Reliance Industries and ICICI
Bank helped restrict losses.
"After a positive opening,

at Geojit Financial Services.
Despite the passage of the
long-awaited infrastructure bill,
the gains in the US market were
capped as investors cautiously
awaited the US inflation data,
he stated.
Sectorally, BSE metal,
finance, consumer durables,
bankex and FMCG indices fell
up to 0.91 per cent, while
industrials, capital goods, auto
and oil and gas indices rose up
to 1.39 per cent.
Broader midcap and
smallcap indices rose up to 0.82
per cent.Deepak Jasani, Head
of Retail Research, HDFC
Securities, said, "On a day
when the volumes on the NSE
were a little below recent average, capital goods, auto and oil
& gas indices gained the most
while metals, banks and FMCG
indices fell the most.

Beijing: Asian stock markets
fell Tuesday after Wall Street
rose to a record for an eighth
day.
Tokyo, Hong Kong and
Seoul declined while Shanghai
advanced.Wall Street’s benchmark S&P 500 index added
0.1% on Monday, boosted by

gains for construction-related
stocks after Congress last week
approved a $1 trillion infrastructure bill.Also Monday,
the deputy chairman of the
Federal Reserve, Richard
Clarida, said conditions to
raise interest rates might not be
met until late next year.
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Mumbai:The rupee pared initial gains to settle marginally
up by 1 paisa at 74.02 against
the US dollar on Tuesday
amid a lacklustre trend in
domestic equities.
At the interbank forex
market, the domestic unit
opened strong at 73.92 but
erased early gains to finally
close at 74.02, up 1 paisa

from its previous closing of
74.03.
During the session, the
domestic unit witnessed an
intra-day high of 73.85 and a
low of 74.09 against the US
dollar.Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the
greenback’s strength against a
basket of six currencies, fell
0.13 per cent to 93.93.
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he Reserve Bank of India
(RBI)
on
Tuesday
T
announced its first global
hackathon ‘HARBINGER 2021
–
Innovation
for
Transformation’ with the theme
‘smarter digital payments’.
Registration for the
hackathon starts from
November 15, the central bank
said in a statement.
The Hackathon, it said,
invites participants to identify
and develop solutions that have

the potential to make digital
payments accessible to the
under-served, enhance the ease
of payments and user experience, while strengthening the
security of digital payments
and promoting customer protection. According to the
statement, HARBINGER 2021
invites innovative ideas for
several problem statements in
the payment and settlement
systems landscape, including,
context-based retail payments
to remove the physical act of
payment.

Mumbai:The dairy industry is
expected to grow by 9-11 per
cent in 2021-22, driven by a
revival in economic activities,
increasing per capita consumption of milk and milk
products, changing dietary
preferences due to rising
urbanisation, according to a
report.
The industry-wide demand
to grow by 9-11 per cent in the
financial year 2021-22, Icra
said in a report maintaining a
stable outlook for the diary
industry over the long term.

Revival in economic activities, increasing per capita consumption of milk and milk
products, changing dietary
preferences due to rising
urbanisation, and continued
government support to the
dairy industry will drive
demand, it added.
Domestic milk production
is estimated to increase by 5-6
per cent in the financial year
2021-22, supported by a normal monsoon and early onset
of the flush season in some
regions, the report said. PTI

of 5G smartphones
in the country continues to
Sgainhipment
traction and such devices

accounted for 22 per cent market share in the third quarter of
2021, according to CMR.
As per CMR’s India
Mobile Handset Market
Review Report for Q3 2021,
more than 20 5G-capable
smartphones were launched
over the course of the quarter.
"Across price tiers, 5G
smartphone shipments are
gaining in strength, and contributing to increased affordability, availability and accessibility. "With smartphone
brands, such as OnePlus, Oppo,
realme, Samsung and vivo prioritizing 5G, and consumers
seeking to future-proof themselves, 5G continues to gain
momentum," CMR AnalystIndustry Intelligence Group
Shipra Sinha said.
Sinha added that together, these five brands shipped 5G
smartphones in excess of USD
3 billion during the September
2021 quarter. Vivo led the 5G
smartphone segment with an
18 per cent market share, followed by Samsung at 16 per
cent, as per CMR.
For the entire year, CMR

in smartphone shipments. In
the fourth quarter, CMR anticipates the ongoing supply constraints, high components and
logistics costs, and consequent
high retail costs, to continue
challenging smartphone
brands. On the demand side,
aided by the availability of
attractive affordability schemes,
smartphone upgraders are
seeking better-specced 5Gcapable phones, CMR said.
In the festive season sales,
the strong consumer demand
for smartphone upgrades has
been met by aggressive offers in
the value for money and premium smartphone segments
from smartphone brands, it
added. "In Q4 2021 and
beyond, the supply chain constraints will continue to persist.
Smartphone brands that are
able to augment their component supplies, and plan in
advance their market outreach
strategies, will be able to succeed. "CyberMedia Research
(CMR) anticipates consumer
sentiment to remain robust
during this period, driven by
India’s growing digital transformation," CMR Analyst
(Industry Intelligence Group)
Anand Priya Singh said.

Jaipur:CM Ashok Gehlot in a
letter to PM Narendra Modi
has requested that the Centre
should further reducethe additional excise duty and special
excise duty of the Central Pool
on petrol anddiesel so that the
general public can get proper
benefit of reduction in excise
dutyand VAT simultaneously.
Besides this, he also requested
the PM to direct the oil companies to stop continuous
increase in prices of petroldiesel. Daily increase in prices
by the oil companies will bring
the benefit of relief given by the
Centre and State Government
to the zero, he added.
Shri Gehlot said that, it is
expected that the Centre additionally reducesexcise duty to
the tune of C10 per litre on
petrol and C15 per litre on
diesel.
With the Centre reducing
the excise duty, the VAT
received by the State willautomatically get reduced proportionately by C3.40 per litre on
petrol and C3.90 per litre on
diesel. As a result of this, the
State exchequer will have to
bear anadditional revenue loss
of C3500 crore per annum,
which
the
State
Governmentwas ready to bear
in the larger public interest.
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IMPORTANCE OF CLASSROOM ORIENTATION

ATP[TSdRPcX^]bW^d[SR^]bXbc
^USaPfX]VcWTV^^S]TbbP]S
cWTQTbc^dc^U^da^f]
bcdST]cb
°2TbPa2WPeTi
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he University of Sheffield,
T
UK is inviting applications
for its MSc Advanced

DXUdbQ^cYdY_^Vb_]X_]Ud_cSX__\]Qb[cdXURUWY^^Y^W_VQ^Y]`_bdQ^d`XQcUY^dXU\YVU
_VQSXY\T48G1>9:19@EB91dU\\cecX_gQW__TS\Qccb__]_bYU^dQdY_^Q]_^W_dXUb
dXY^WcXU\`cd__`dY]YcUSXY\TbU^µc`bUcSX__\\UQb^Y^WUh`UbYU^SU
re-schooling is a child’s first
exposure to formal learning
outside of the familiar setting
of home. To help the child make a
positive start to this foundational
learning, a good classroom orientation is both important and essential.
All children are natural born
learners. They are gifted with sharp
senses and a fresh mind that is curious to grasp knowledge of everything
they see, hear, taste, smell and touch.
This formative natural learning takes
place in the protective environment
of home and usually under the
guidance of parents. By the age of
three, a child’s mind is ready for formal foundational learning, comprising of literacy, numeracy and
rudimentary critical thinking and
problem solving. This is the time for
the commencement of preschool
education.
The transition from home to
school marks the beginning of an
important phase in the life of a child.
Having grown and learned in the
familiar surroundings, the child is
usually wary of the new setup of the
preschool and of being taught by
teachers, who, till that point, are
strangers. It is nothing short of a
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challenge for the preschools and
teachers to make this transition
easy and comfortable for the toddler.
A good classroom orientation,
among other things, helps to optimize children’s preschool learning
experience. It keeps them motivated and fosters better relationships
between students and teachers and
between students themselves. It is
best accomplished by a smart seating arrangement.
Semi-Circle or Horseshoe
Seating
The traditional seating system of
rows of desks facing the blackboard
is not conducive for preschool learning. It creates a sort of hierarchy
(frontbenchers, backbenchers)
among children and makes it difficult for them to interact and mingle
with each other. Learning outcomes
are also affected as the children in the
front get better teacher attention than
those at the back. A better option is
to have the seating arrangement in
the semi-circular or horseshoe shape.
In this arrangement, all children get
the equal attention of the teacher in
the middle.
Roundtable or Full Circle
Seating
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For bigger classes, a roundtable
seating arrangement that has children
and a teacher seated facing each other
is a good option. In the absence of the
roundtable, they can simply be seated in a full circle arrangement which
fosters the feeling of collective group
learning in class.
Group or Pair Seating
Group or pair seating is an excellent way of encouraging children to
get along with each other. The seating can be in the form of several
groups of four or two students seated together. This arrangement fosters
social emotional development in
children. It instils confidence and a
sense of cooperation and teamwork
in them.
Optimise classroom orientation
Pre-school focuses on children’s
all-round development by inculcating
in them literacy, numeracy, life skills,
critical thinking, problem solving
and by building their gross and fine
motor skills. It is done through a wide
range of activities for which different
classroom orientations may be called
for.
Teachers must adopt a flexible
approach and align the activities

with the most appropriate seating
arrangement. They have to be proactive in ensuring complete participation and engagement of children in
class. A good teacher, gifted with the
qualities of patience, attention, empathy and compassion, can get the best
learning outcomes from students in
a well oriented classroom.
Classroom orientation also
depends upon the preschool learning
programme. As much as possible, the
focus initially should be on making
children comfortable in the new set
up and preparing them mentally and
emotionally for foundational learning.
Games, rhymes, role-playing, and creative activities put children at ease and
at the same time help to develop their
vocabulary, speech, and motor skills.
Classroom orientation in preschooling should be planned for
each of these activities. Besides the
seating plan, the classroom should be
well-lighted, well ventilated, and have
colourful décor to create a happy
ambience in which children can feel
comfortable.
The ultimate aim of a good classroom orientation is always to maximize student participation and learning outcomes.
Pre-schooling, being the foundation of learning, needs a good classroom orientation to positively shape
a child’s attitude towards education for
the rest of his or her life. For when the
learning is optimized, the schooling
truly achieves its goal.

Aerospace Technologies course
starting in September 2022.
Take your knowledge of
Aerospace Engineering to the
next level on this specialist oneyear course.
Alongside traditional aeronautical subjects such as materials, structures, aerodynamics
and propulsion, you will study
concepts of systems integration
and flight control, essential to
the production of more efficient and environmentallyfriendly aircraft and aerospace
systems.
Duration: 1 year full- time
Eligibility: Holders of a
three year/ 4 bachelor degree
with a minimum of 60% or
"first class" from a reputable
university in Aerospace
Engineering. Overall IELTS
score of 7.0 with a minimum of
6.5 in each component. Overall
IELTS score of 7.0 with a minimum of 6.5 in each component.

he world is seeing a remarkable shift
from conventional jobs to digital jobs.
Computer and automation driven systems have penetrated our day to day lives in
a big way. COVID-19 has impacted industry
strategy. They have started to adopt work digitisation, automation of tasks, and acceleration
of organisational transformation and reskilling
and upskilling workforce. As a result, we have
seen a surge amongst students to take up a
career in computer disciplines. After high
school, students taking up mechanical engineering, electrical, or civil engineering feel left
out of the future. The question that comes to
one's mind is what to do with a mechanical
engineering degree?
The general perception of mechanical
engineering is that it is not a computer-driven
degree. However, mechanical engineering has
been fully IT-driven hands-on over the last two
decades and is a need in all technology fields.
One of the reasons for this perception is the
limited resources at educational institutions for
industrially used mechanical engineering
software available to students, which is notably
not required in computer engineering. Also,
there is an insufficient understanding of
opportunities amongst mechanical engineering students.
Mechanical engineering is a flexible,
cross-functional degree in terms of career profiles. For example, all the computer-driven
machines produce a lot of data; this data will
play an essential role in improving or designing the devices. However, data doesn't eliminate the need for a mechanical engineer;
instead, it acts as an enabler. "The emergence
of data science" has increased the number and
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variety of job options for mechanical engineers.
They can now combine "machine learning"
with engineering to address a wide range of
challenging technical problems, "from water
desalination to gene expression" – Head, ME
Department Carnegie Mellon University.
In addition to technical knowledge, future
mechanical engineers will have the following
skills: communication, management, teamwork, creativity, initiative-taking abilities and
problem-solving. Again, I quote Robert Leduc,
President, Pratt & Whitney, "We need adaptable engineers who speak a common language
and solve issues for the entire system, blurring
functional lines and titles."
Powerful new technologies are likely to be

adopted by 2025 coming up in the following
sectors, which cannot be designed, developed
or produced without the help of mechanical
engineers.
Y Automotive: electric vehicles,
autonomous vehicles, advanced driver assisted systems, safety and crash testing
YIndustry 4.0: Internet of Machines,
process automation, Machine learning, Quality
management
YManufacturing sector: 3D Printing,
Digital Twins, 4D Modelling
YAutomation sector: Robots, Humanoid,
Artificial intelligence and Machine learning
YEnergy sector: Power generation, energy storage, energy efficiency, renewable energy, alternative fuels
YMaterials: Lightweight materials, energy-efficient materials, biomaterial, composites
YHVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning): Inverter technology, air quality monitoring
YAerospace: Aeroplanes, advanced aerospace technology, drones, rockets
YNanotechnology: Nano-material, Nanodevices
YSupply Chain: Transportation, storage,
automation
YBioMedical: Medical device industry
YLabs: Scientific and modern labs
As per World Economic Forum (WEF),
these new technologies are set to drive future
growth across industries and increase the
demand for new job roles and skill sets.
A qualified mechanical engineering computer literate graduate can get employed in
many industries and job profiles like automotive, computer and IT, management and
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ditya Babbar scored an All
India Rank 2 in the
recently declared results of
the Delhi University’s Joint
Admission test (DU-JAT).
Around 20,000 students from
all over the country had
appeared for the computerbased admission test in pursuit
of admission to undergraduate
management programmes at
Delhi University, which was

A

held in two shifts on 27
September, 21.
This year the test was
conducted by Delhi University
in collaboration with National
Testing Agency (NTA) and the
results were announced on
28th October 21. Aditya, who
studies in Hansraj Model
School is a student of Pratham
Test prep, who with this milestone is eligible for admissions
to the prestigious institution
Shaheed Sukhdev College of

Business Studies. This year 17
of the total top 25 students are
from Pratham Test Prep who
have meritoriously cleared the
BMS DU exam.
DU-JAT is the Delhi
University’s most sought
admission test conducted
annually for management programmes like BMS/BFIA/
BBA (Economics). Delhi
University Joint Admission
Test (DU JAT) is annually
conducted across 18 cities for

admissions to six stipulated
colleges, offering Bachelor of
Management Studies (BMS),
and eight other colleges which
offer B.A. (Hons) in Business
Economics and BBA (FIA)
programmes at DU’s affiliated
institutes.
DU-JAT, BMS DU
Entrance Exam becomes special because it is the only
medium to get admission to
the management programme
offered by Delhi University.

finance. In addition, being an entrepreneur is
an excellent choice for a mechanical engineering graduate considering the versatile skills
they acquire during the graduate program at
the university or college. Mechanical engineers
can work on ambitious projects and take up
leadership roles.
The high demand jobs directly related to
mechanical engineering in India include
aerospace engineer, analyst, automotive engineer, CAD engineer, instrumentation and control engineer, design engineer, defence engineer, industrial engineer, maintenance engineer, mechanical engineer, nuclear engineer,
production engineer, process automation
engineer, project managers, robotics engineers,
quality engineer, and more.
The following are the emerging and high
demand jobs in India for mechanical engineers: Acoustic consultant, AI specialist, clinical technologist, corporate investment banker,
fintech Engineer, IOT specialist, mining engineer, ML specialist, patent attorney, production manager, technical sales public works
engineer Technology analyst and many more.
As per World Economic Forum (WEF)
Future Job Reports, the top 10 skills in 2020
were: complex problem solving, critical thinking, creativity, people management, coordination with others, emotional intelligence,
judgement and decision making, service orientation negotiation and cognitive flexibility.
However, keep in mind that most recruiters
accept applications from any discipline, so do
not restrict yourself to many opportunities in
the job market.
CWTfaXcTaXb7^3<TRWP]XRP[4]VX]TTaX]VBRW^^[
^U4]VX]TTaX]VP]SCTRW]^[^VhCWT=^acW2P_D]XeTabXch
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The University of
Strathclyde , Glasgow is inviting applications for the MSc
Digital Health Systems course
starting in September 2022.
This one-year Master’s
degree is the perfect conversion pathway for recent graduates looking to move into the
health and care sector. It's
also ideal for existing practitioners.
Eligibility: Minimum second-class Honours degree, or
international equivalent in any
subject. English language minimum score of IELTS 6.0.
Fee- £22,400 for international students for 2022/23

SWI targets technology and
storytelling to bridge communication gap
?=BQ =4F34;78

n the backdrop of the
existing Covid-19 pandemic, Sesame Workshop
India (SWI) has taken its
water, sanitation, and hygiene
(WASH) initiatives to the
next level. SWI has partnered
with Planet Water Foundation
and is targeting the diarrheal
season (diarrhoea death’s
peak in the month of January)
to renew and reinforce the
need for washing hands and
maintaining hygiene as a
sure-shot means of avoiding
the disease which is the 8thhighest cause of deaths globally.
Safe drinking-water, sanitation and hygiene are crucial to children’s health and
well-being. With the growth

I
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Fee: Overseas (2022
annual fee): £26,200

in digital communication
techniques, SWI has focused
on technology and storytelling to bridge the communication gap, and reach out to
the children and their families to catalyse a paradigm
shift in the habits of the
masses.
Kristen Steele, Vice
President, Planet Water
Foundationsaid
that
“Handwashing is a cost-effective, healthy hygiene habit
that can prevent many diseases amongst people and
save lives. While the pandemic has led to an increase
in the levels of awareness
about handwashing, we aim
to continue to emphasize
upon the sustenance of this
hygiene behaviour with
Sesame Workshop India.

GQiV_bgQbTV_b
XYWXUbUTeSQdY_^
ducation is one of the worst
affected sectors during the
pandemic. It has thrown a
new challenge in every student’s
life. According to a UNESCO
report, the learning process of
around 32 crores students
including 3.5 crore university
students in India has been badly
affected. Negative economic
impact of learning losses is
already being studied by many
researchers. According to an
OECD report, school students
affected by the closures might
expect 3% lower income over
their entire lifetimes yielding an
average of 1.5% lower annual
GDP. Researchers will take
longer to assess the impact of
pandemic-caused learning losses on their attitude, motivation,
values, as well as their future
civic and social engagements.
Meanwhile, the pandemic
has made every teacher and student resilient and forced them to
get adapted to the new challenges. They opted for technological platforms to continue
their teaching-learning process.
Indian educational institutes
have adjusted to the new normal
despite the initial hiccups of
adhering to the usage of technology. In many learning situations, students’ engagement in
concrete experience, active
experimentation, construction
and deconstruction of physical
artefacts, and intense collabora-
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tions play a crucial role in facilitating deeper learning.
Consequently, in spite of their
affordances and advantages, in
many situations, the online classes fall short of providing an ideal
environment for such experiential engagements.
Reopening of university
campuses is essential for restoring the academic engagement of
students. Now, physical classes
are being considered to be safe
with appropriate following of
COVID SOPs including maintaining physical distance and use
of hand sanitisers in all classrooms, offices, etc. After a significant decay of COVID-19
and an excellent growth in vaccination, Indian university campuses are gradually reopening
across the country with many
students turning up for physical
classes.
With the reopening of university campuses, the learning
gap due to the pandemic can be
narrowed and more students
are expected to enroll themselves
enthusiastically. In hybrid teaching, different groups of students
simultaneously attend the classes physically and virtually.
Teachers have to simultaneously address the learning needs of
in-person as well as online learners.
CWTfaXcTaXb?a^UBP]YPh6^T[
3XaTRc^a8]bcXcdcT^U4]VX]TTaX]V
CTRW]^[^Vh9:;D9PX_da

SRMAP to produce design thinkers for a self-reliant India
?=BQ :0CC0=:D;0C7DA

RM University-AP organised its University
SMonday,
Research Advisory Council Meeting on
November 08, 2021. Dr V K Saraswat,
NITI AAYOG, chaired the meeting as the
Chairman of the Council. Dr P
Sathyanarayanan, President, SRM UniversityAP, Prof VS Rao, Vice-Chancellor, SRM
University-AP, Prof D Narayana Rao, Pro-ViceChancellor, SRM University-AP, Dr Vinayak
Kalluri, Registrar-in-Charge were among
other dignitaries.
In his keynote speech, Dr V K Saraswat

congratulated SRM University-AP for their
remarkable progress as a university in the past
two years. As a nascent university, SRMAP has
already made its reputation as a progressive
research university of the new era with
numerous laurels to its credit.

Prof D Narayana Rao, Pro-ViceChancellor, presented an overall roadmap of
SRMAP and progress in research so far and
the way forward. The university proudly
houses 4500 students and 180 faculty with a
few foreign nationals among them.
Stanford Research recognises the
faculty of SRM University-AP among the
world and top 2 per cent researchers. The university has published 678 papers in Scopus
Indexed journals. The faculty are working on
38 projects with an outlay of 19.17 crores funded by the Government of India and Industry
Giants.
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ulti Purpose Health Worker
works or providing treatments
related to health problems in an
emergency or in a disaster where the
hospitals and medical facilities are not
available. The concept of a Multi
Purpose Health Worker (MPHW) was
conceived in India in the year 1974 for
the delivery of services pertaining to
impediment of diseases and epidemics
such as Malaria, Leprosy, Tuberculosis,
and water borne diseases. It involves dissemination and promotion of health
education in various rural and sub
rural areas. In a developing nation like
India, optimum health of the citizens
cannot be achieved without the involvement of willing, trained and health conscious people.
To have a healthy and a happy population, there is a need of such individuals and a lot of universities have come
up with diploma level courses in this
field to encourage more and more individuals to get enrolled. This course again
came in vogue in present days. Those
candidates have these qualities and the
passion of the spirit of service they can
make a good future in this career.
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ith the digital revolution
at its peak, the corporate
are in the hunt of students who match the skills they
need as one complete package.
They need skilled candidates who
perfectly match the skills that are
most in demand in the current
times.
However, there is no magic
wand to slay the advancing dragons, we, being responsible for the
overall honing up of the skills, aptitude, and attitude of our students,
has to see to it that our students
successfully get into the zone
demanded through the industry's
talent acquisition strategies. But for
that to happen it is important to
have a clear understanding of
these so-called ‘talent acquisition
strategies’.
Education experts believe that
flexibility is the key and only it can
make a big difference in the times
to come. The idea is to look
beyond the obvious career options
of the career that are made available to students in related industries and jobs that need or have
similar sets of skills. Considering
the scaling demand of skilled candidates who are ready for the
future jobs in the corporate world,
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top B-schools in Delhi-NCR, have
designed curriculum and pedagogy in such a manner that by the
time students graduate and enter
the professional arena, they are
well-equipped with the essentials
needed to nail it in the industry.
Students get prepared as per the
latest industry trends and practices
and make them capable enough to
thrive in the time that’s about to
come next.
Listed below are few of the categories of the jobs that will have a
lot of scope in future and would be
easily taken over by management
students. These job openings will
be a challenge to fill in the near
future. This is where management students will have a clear
advantage over the competition as
they are instilled with the required
skill set needed to succeed on these
profiles.
Thisdoes not at all mean that
the scope for management graduates will remain restricted to these
profiles only. Management students certainly have a very wide
scope of career opportunities in
front of them and this is primarily so because management is one
field which has its applicability in
every single industrial sector.
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Software Engineering
Experts from the industry
estimate that since 2018, every new
graduate will have at least three
jobs available from the computer
science domain. This is not a surprising figure since our estimates
tell us that by 2020, two lakh software engineering jobs will need to
be filled and thus a good number
of managers will be required to
lead these fresh teams.
General and Operations
Manager
Reports reveal that there is at
least 10-12% growth expected in
the demand for professionals on
the job roles of general manager
and operations manager. This
means about 6 lakh jobs are waiting to be filled in the coming five
to seven years, mainly due to
either new requirements or to fill
the gaps created by job shift/retirements. This is where business
schools like ours can help the
recruiters find the right talents for
such important profiles.
Medical Services Manager
The requirement of candidates for this position overlaps with
the country's labor shortage in the
industry. This may be either due to
brain-drain or the not-so-hefty pay
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University
of
Groningen invites applications for Holland
Scholarships for students from
outside the European Economic
Area who want to start their master’s study for the academic year
2022-23.
Eligibility: Master’s degree
offered by the university.
Applicants must have international students. Have excellent
grades
during
your
bachelor/undergraduate studies.
Supporting documents:
Submit: Letter from the
University of Groningen; motivation letter; Transcripts; Current
CV.
Admission requirements:
Read all the entry requirements
before applying to the university.
Language requirement:
Follow all the English language
requirements: IELTS (Academic)
6.5; TOEFL IBT 24; Cambridge
English 180.
How to apply: Applicants
must take admission at the university. After that, they can apply
for International scholarships.
Application deadline:
February 1, 2022.

T

The University of Miami
invites international students to
apply for merit scholarships in
the US. The university is a private
research university with approximately 10,000 UG students from
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around the world.
Eligibility: High school
grades, the difficulty of course
curriculum, extracurricular activities, essay, and guidance counsellor recommendation(s), overall quality of the pool of applicants applying to the university.
The SAT/ACT is not required for
applicants.
The committee will make
the final determination on all
scholarship awards. International
candidates must submit a complete application for admission
with all academic credentials.
Entrance requirement:
Applicants must have a high
school degree.
English language requirement: Applicants whose first
language is not English are usually required to provide evidence
of proficiency in English at the
higher level required by the university.
How to apply: Students are
automatically considered for the
President’s Scholarships when
they apply for admission.
Complete the application and
submit online.
Send official transcripts.
Send official test scores:
Applicants studying within the
US.
Completeschool report.
Letter
of
R e c om m e n d at i on / Te a che r
Evaluation.
Application deadline: The
last date to apply for this merit
scholarship is:
November
1
(Early
Decision/Early Action)
January 1 (Regular Decision)

package. But as per estimates,
some seventy thousand to one lakh
business graduates/postgraduates
will be required in the field by the
year 2020. That means some 20%
overall increase in employment.
Information-Security Analyst
Manager
You must have heard about the
rapidly blooming cloud-based
technology. Its proliferation is a
driving force for the creation of
more and more related jobs and
thus the need for the skilled candidates. Microsoft alone has
reported that from 2018, North
America alone will need more than
2.5 million cloud computing workers, which will largely include
information security analysts.
Imagine how many jobs will be
there in this domain if we talk on
the worldwide level. You can imagine how much scope there is in
terms of jobs in this sector for business school students to manage
such a wide and strong workforce.
The above options might
sound tough and different but are
the best ones in terms of providing the management students with
the best of career opportunities.
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T]cWdbXPbcXRP[[h7^fTeTacWT_P]ST\XRXb
]^chTc^eTa7T]RTQ[T]STSP]SWhQaXS
[TPa]X]VPaTcWT_[PdbXQ[T^_cX^]bU^a
d]X]cTaad_cTSTSdRPcX^]d]STacWTRdaaT]c
RXaRd\bcP]RTb
7hQaXScTPRWX]VXbSXUUTaT]cUa^\
Q[T]STScTPRWX]V8]WhQaXScTPRWX]V
SXUUTaT]cVa^d_b^UbcdST]cbbX\d[cP]T^db[h
PccT]ScWTR[PbbTb_WhbXRP[[hP]SeXacdP[[h
CTPRWTabWPeTc^bX\d[cP]T^db[hPSSaTbbcWT

Responsibilities & Nature of Work
A health worker has a broad spectrum of responsibilities to shoulder,
spanning adoption of preventive measure, organization of health seminars,
vaccination campaigns and so on. The
basic responsibilities of multipurpose
health worker is to completely understand the impact of socioeconomic factors on the same, they also provide
prompt treatment for minor illness and
skilled first hand treatment in case of
accidents and injuries, make peoples
know about the importance of sanitation, safe drinking water, hygiene etc.,
management of fire explosions, food crisis, famines and related issues; to participate in national health and family
welfare programs.; also check the status
of health care facility and mid day meals
in local schools.
The responsibilities and profile of a
health worker is multi faceted. Apart
from the ones sited above, there could
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be countless tasks depending on the area
and its healthcare wants.
Course and eligibility
Candidate should have passed Class
XII in any recognised board. In this
course candidate will learn how to give
medical facilities and services in a time
of emergency or any natural calamity
problem. In this course training is
being given to candidates to rescue from
any epidemic situations, like providing
food, medications, vaccinations, etc.
Candidate can also apply in this job
directly by giving SSC entrance exam.
Career and placement
After the diploma, candidates are eligible for both Government and Private
sector. Both males and females have
equal opportunities in this field. In present days States like Haryana and
Chattisgarh have more demands of
multipurpose health workers. After the
completion of diploma in multipurpose
health worker, candidates can apply for
Health Ministry, Ministry of Family
Planning and Ministry of Environment
as well as also work with any government and NGOs.
Remuneration
In starting time candidate can earn
around C10,000-C15,000 per month.
With experience salary will increase to
C25,000-C30,000 per month. Candidates
can open their own clinic and work in
any private clinic as well.
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itle favourites but injury hit
England will bank on their
T
X-Factor players to upstage a
remarkably consistent New
Zealand in the first semifinal of
the T20 World Cup here on
Wednesday.
England were the pre-tournament favourites and played
like one for the majority of the
Super 12 stage. However, their
loss in the final group game to
South Africa showed that they
were not an invincible outfit.
The absence of Jason Roy,
who suffered a calf injury
against the Proteas, is a big
blow to the team heading into
the semifinals.
Roy and Jos Buttler made
arguably the most destructive
opening pairing of the tournament. With Roy ruled out of
World Cup, there is a strong
possibility that Jonny Bairstow
will be promoted to bat alongside Buttler, who will be expected to play another match-win-

ning knock on Wednesday.
Sam Billings is likely to
come into the team and bat in
the middle order. A big positive
is that most of the batters have
spent valuable time in
the middle going into the
knockout game.
However, concerns have
emerged in the bowling department after Tymal Mills was
ruled out of the tournament
with a thigh injury. Mills was
doing a brilliant job in the
death overs but now, it will be
one area that the opponents
would look to exploit.
Mark Wood, who has the
pace but not the variations of
Mills, was the most expensive
bowler against South Africa.
England would be hoping
it was just one bad day in the
office for their pacers as all of
them leaked runs. The role of
spinners Moeen Ali and Adil
Rashid will be massive as they
will aim to provide the wickets
in the powerplay and middle
overs. Players will also have the

2019 ODI World Cup final at
the back of their minds where
both teams could only be separated by a boundary countback rule.
Since then, New Zealand
have displayed that they are not
just a very consistent team in
ICC events, they can also go all

the way with their triumph in
the World Test Championship
final. The “nice guys” of world
cricket look good to finish
first in this competition too.
New Zealand have been
arguably the best bowling unit
in the tournament, restricting
the likes of India to 110. Even

a dangerous side like
Afghanistan could only muster
125 against them.
The seasoned new ball duo
of Trent Boult and Tim Southee
has been very hard to put
away as they both have been
immaculate with their line and
lengths.

Lockie Ferguson’s unavailability could have easily disturbed their plans but Adam
Milne has proved to an able
replacement. Both the spinners,
Ish Sodhi and Mitchell Santner,
too have been impressive.
Sodhi has provided wickets in the middle overs which
has not allowed the opposition
to break free. New Zealand’s
batters have also made impact
during the course of the tournament. Opener Martin Guptill
has been their leading run getter with his partner Daryl
Mitchell also in decent form.
Skipper Kane Williamson
got runs in the last game and
will be itching to make another memorable contribution in
the all important semifinal.
Abu Dhabi has had the best
batting surface across the three
venues of the showpiece so one
can expect a high scoring affair.
Squads:
Eoin Morgan (c), Moeen
Ali, Jonny Bairstow, Sam

Billings, Jos Buttler, Chris
Jordan, Liam Livingstone,
Dawid Malan, Adil Rashid,
James Vince, David Willey,
Chris Woakes, Mark Wood,
Tom Curran, Reece Topley.
Kane Williamson (c), Todd
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ohit Sharma was on
Tuesday officially anointed
India’s new T20 captain replacing Virat Kohli, who, along
with some other seniors like
Jasprit Bumrah, has been rested from the three-match series
against New Zealand starting
November 17 in Jaipur.
The new-look team also
has IPL’s highest run-getter
Ruturaj Gaikwad and top wicket-taker Harshal Patel in the
squad of 16 along with
Venkatesh Iyer, who is seen as
a potential all-round replacement for the injury-ravaged
Hardik Pandya.
Pandya has been dropped
from the squad after failing to
make an impact during the T20
World Cup. Ruturaj has already
played for India in the Sri
Lanka series.
Senior
leg-spinner
Yuzvendra Chahal rightfully
got his place in the squad back
while Mohammed Siraj, who
has played a few T20Is in the
past, is also in the mix.

Shreyas Iyer, Axar Patel
and Deepak Chahar, who were
in the T20 World Cup reserves
are now in the main squad.
Rohit’s appointment was a
formality and KL Rahul will be
his new deputy in shortest format.

“I don’t know who all
spread this misinformation but
when Rohit Sharma is available,
there are no other options for
white ball captaincy at the
moment. Yes, KL Rahul is
around but he is only being
considered as a deputy for

time being,” a senior BCCI official made it clear.
“Obviously, when Rohit
takes a break he will lead but he
is the white ball leader going
forward,” he said.
While BCCI didn’t say anything about ODI captaincy, it is
understood that the it wants
one white ball captain going
into the 2023 50-over World
Cup and a decision for the
three-match ODI series in
South Africa will be taken at an
appropriate time.
“I am still not sure if the
board will retain Virat as ODI
captain.
There will be some discussions but chances are bleak. He
will certainly remain the Test
captain,” the official said.
Pacers Jasprit Bumrah,
Mohammed Shami and spinner Ravindra Jadeja have also
been given much-needed rest
for the short series.
However, Pandya, who
didn’t actually provide an honest picture of his fitness status,
has been dropped from the
squad.
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he much-anticipated India-Pakistan
match at the ongoing T20 World Cup
T
clocked a record reach of 167 million viewers, making it the most viewed T20
International till date, the official broadcaster of the event claimed.
The T20 World Cup registered a
cumulative reach of 238 million till last

week which included the Qualifiers and
first 12 games of Super 12 stage, Star India
said in a release.
The 2016 T20 World Cup semifinal
between India and West Indies
was the previous highest watched
T20 game, with a reach of 136
million viewers.
“With a reach of 167 million, the highly-anticipated India-Pakistan clash on

October 24th, an event that saw the archrivals meet at an ICC tournament after two
years, is now the most viewed T20I
match, exceeding the previous high —
India-West Indies 2016 ICC World T20
semi-finals,” the release said.
India and Pakistan opened their campaign against each other on October 24
with the Men in Green outplaying their
arch-rivals to register a 10-wicket win.
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hama Milind claimed five
wickets for eight runs in a
C
sensational pace bowling display as Hyderabad beat Uttar
Pradesh by 29 runs to top
Group E and qualify for the
quarterfinals in the Syed
Mushtaq Ali T20 championship here on Tuesday.

Hyderabad remained
undefeated in five matches to
secure 20 points. Saurashtra,
who finished second in Group
E with 16 points after beating
Delhi by 13 runs in Rohtak, will
be among six teams across
groups fighting for remaining
three quarter-final places.
Delhi finished third in the
group with 12 points and were

knocked out of the domestic
T20 championships. Chasing
148 for a win, UP were all out
for 118 in 19.2 overs with leftarm pacer Milind (3.2-0-8-5)
wrecking havoc.
Milind removed openers
Aryan Juyal (14) and Nalin
Mishra (15) in the space of four
balls in the fifth over and then
returned to polish off the tail by

claiming the wickets of Sameer
Choudhary (10), Saurabh
Kumar (1) and Ankit Rajpoot
(6). Akshdeep Nath was the
top-scorer for UP with his 32ball 36. Earlier, electing to bat,
Hyderabad posted 147 for 7 in
20 overs, courtesy captain
Tanmay Agarwal’s 46-ball 62
which was studded with seven
fours and a six.

Astle, Trent Boult, Mark
Chapman, Devon Conway,
Martin Guptill, Kyle Jamieson,
Daryl Mitchell, James Neesham,
Glenn Phillips, Mitchell Santner,
Tim Seifert, Ish Sodhi, Tim
Southee, Adam Milne.
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he rigours of living in a biosecure environment for
T
months will take a toll even “if

utgoing head coach Ravi
Shastri feels his succesO
sor Rahul Draivd has inher-

your name is (Don) Bradman”,
feels outgoing India head coach
Ravi Shastri, who reckons that
sooner or later the “bubble will
burst”. Shastri, whose tenure
with the Indian team ended
after the final World Cup game
against Namibia on Monday,
said the players needed a longer
break between the IPL and
World Cup.
“One thing I would say -this is not an excuse, but this is
a fact. When you’re six months
in a bubble, this team, there are
a lot of players on this team
who play all three formats of
the game,” said Shastri in the
media interaction after the
Namibia game.
“In the last 24 months,
they’ve been home for 25 days.
I don’t care who you are, if your
name is Bradman, if you’re in
a bubble as well, your average
will come down because you’re
human,” he added.
The Indian team came into
the IPL in the UAE after a fourmonth long and gruelling tour
of England. Skipper Virat Kohli
too has spoken about how the
bubble life is not sustainable in
the long run.
“This is not something
where you just put petrol on the
back side and expect the guy to
move on in overdrive. It doesn’t happen that way. So I think
it’s tough times.
“That’s why I say in life it’s
not what you accomplish, it’s
what you overcome. That’s
what this team has done.
They’ve shown the drive to
hang in there, no complaints.
But sooner or later, the bubble
will burst. So you’ve got to be
careful,” said Shastri.
Ahead of the game against
Namibia, Shastri had told Star
Sports that players were mentally and physically drained
after living in a protected envi-

ited a “great team” and
backed him to raise the bar
with his wealth of experience
as a player and coach.
The T20 World Cup
game against Namibia was
Shastri’s last day in the office
as the head coach.
“There is one thing missing, that is (winning the) ICC
tournament. They will get a
chance and Rahul Dravid has
come as a coach, I wish him
all the luck.
“He is a great player, got
the stature, he has done the
yards as a coach, to further
take this team over the next
few years and raise the bar,”
Shastri said at the virtual
post-match media interaction on Monday.
Shastri achieved back to
back Test series wins in
Australia in his tenure but an
ICC trophy eluded him and
skipper Virat Kohli.
Shastri also heaped
praise on outgoing bowling
coach Bharat Arun and fielding coach R Sridhar, whose
tenures too ended with the
team’s World Cup campaign.

ronment.
“I am mentally drained
but I expect that at my age but
these guys are physically and
mentally drained. Six months
in a bubble...
“What we would have ideally liked was a bigger gap
between the IPL and the T20
World Cup...(because) when
the big games come, when
pressure hits you, you are not
that switched on as you should
be,” he added.
Shastri became the director
of the Indian cricket team in
2014 for a period of eight
months from the tour of
England till the 2015 World
Cup. He was removed in 2016
but on July 13, 2017, he was
appointed the head coach of
the Indian team, reuniting with
Kohli to forge a cracking partnership.
The highlight of his tenure
was back to back Test series
wins in Australia.
Ravi Shastri, who completed his highly eventful
tenure as India’s head coach,
feels that Rohit Sharma is
“ready and capable” to take
over the T20 captaincy from
Virat Kohli and sharing the
leadership burden isn’t such a
bad idea in a post COVID-19
world.
Rohit, who will be taking

over T20 captaincy from the
New Zealand series, is also
being tipped to lead India in
the 2023 ODI World Cup and
the formal announcement in
that regard may happen sooner than later.
“I think in Rohit, you have
got a very capable guy. He has
won so many IPLs, he is the
vice-captain of the team, he is
ready (waiting) in the wings to
take that job,” Shastri said.
He, in fact, welcomed the
idea of Rohit leading in shorter formats and Kohli captaining in Tests.
“I think multiple captains
is not such a bad thing because
of the bubble and so much
cricket being played, the players need to be rotated around
and given the space they need
to spend some time with their
families and see their parents.
“When a guy doesn’t go
home for six months he might
have his family with him but
you have parents and other
family and if you don’t get a
chance to see them, it’s not easy
at all, so I think it’s not such a
bad thing,” he opined.
Shastri is convinced that
despite their indifferent performance in this edition of the
T20 World Cup, India will
continue to be a very strong
team in the shortest format in

near future.
“...Because IPL throws a lot
of young players into the mix
and Rahul (Dravid) will have
his own ideas on how to take
this team forward. I see this still
to be a very good team.”
He admitted that he was
feeling “very emotional” having
been part of this set-up for
close to six and half years.
But does he feel that there’s
anything missing from his
experience?
“I don’t look at missing
parts. When I took over there
were 10 missing parts. Now
there are only two,” the straighttalking coach said.
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taly lost another two midfielders ahead of the key
IWorld
Cup qualifier against
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Switzerland in Rome on Friday,
as the Swiss injury list also
lengthened.
Coach Roberto Mancini,
already without regular starter
Marco Verratti through injury,
said on Monday that Nicolò
Zaniolo and Lorenzo Pellegrini
would return to their club
Roma.
Pellegrini has a knee injury
while Zaniolo has a left calf
issue.
Both also missed Italy’s
victorious
European
Championship campaign
through injury.
Switzerland had already
been without captain Granit
Xhaka and forward Haris
Seferovic to long-term injuries,
and lost winger Steven Zuber
on Monday as the fourth play-
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ndian batting great Sachin
Tendulkar is among the 50
Imost
he women’s world boxing
influential people on Tchampionship scheduled
Twitter this year, placed at next month in Turkey is all set
er to drop out injured from the
squad selected last week.
Italy and Switzerland have
14 points atop Group C with
the European champion having
the tiebreaker advantage on
goal difference of two goals better. Only the first-place finisher gets a direct spot into next
year’s finals in Qatar. The second-placed team goes into the
playoffs in March, needing to
advance past two opponents to
reach the World Cup.
Mancini has called up
Matteo Pessina and Danilo
Cataldi to replace Zaniolo and
Pellegrini.

number 35, according to an
annual research carried out by
consumer intelligence company Brandwatch.
The legendary right-hander is ranked above the likes of
American actors Dwayne
Johnson and Leonardo Di
Caprio, and former first lady of
the United States Michelle
Obama among others.
American singer Taylor
Swift is at number 1 spot and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
is placed at number two in the
list. The research cited
Tendulkar’s “appreciable real
work for the less fortunate,
lending his voice and presence
for the right causes.

to be postponed due to the high
number of COVID-19 cases
being registered in the country,
a spokesperson of the
International
Boxing
Association (AIBA) told PTI
on Tuesday. The decision to
postpone the championships
could be announced anytime
this week. The tournament
was tentatively planned from
December 4 to 18 in Istanbul.
“It is highly likely that the
world championship would be
postponed as many countries
have expressed reservations
about travelling to Turkey
because of the COVID cases
there,” an AIBA spokesperson
told PTI in a telephonic conver-

sation. “You can say, it is more
or less decided, the postponement. There has already been
a round-table on this involving
AIBA President Umar Kremlev
during which several countries
have expressed their apprehension.
A decision on this will be
announced very soon this
week. “We don’t want a depleted field because of the pandemic,” the spokesperson added.
The event could be held in
the first half of next year.
Kremlev has stated that if postponed, the championship could
be held in March next year.
Turkey logged 27,824
COVID cases on Monday. The
country also reported 187
deaths on the day because of
the deadly infection that has
wreaked havoc for the past two
years.

Bayern on course for another Bundesliga title
0?Q 14A;8=

fter just 11 games, Bayern
Munich is already closing
A
in on a record-extending 10th
consecutive Bundesliga title.
There are still 23 matches
to play, but a lack of realistic
rivals means this season’s title
race is a one-team procession.
“Dortmund lost again, now
we can start dusting off the
championship trophy,” Bayern’s
former chairman Karl-Heinz
Rummenigge told the Bild
tabloid after the Bavarian powerhouse moved four points
clear at the top on Saturday.
Bayern defeated thirdplace Freiburg 2-1 before second-place Borussia Dortmund
lost 2-1 at Leipzig.
Leipzig was Bayern’s closest challenger last season, but
it’s not been the same since
coach Julian Nagelsmann, captain Marcel Sabitzer and
defender Dayot Upamecano

left for Bayern in the offseason.
Leipzig is fifth under new
coach Jesse Marsch.
Bayern has only one league
defeat, a somewhat unlucky slip
up at home to Eintracht
Frankfurt, while the 5-0
German Cup loss to Borussia
Mönchengladbach is unlikely
to be repeated any time soon.
Dortmund’s loss in Leipzig
was its third in the league

under new coach Marco Rose.
It’s hard to see how his side can
mount a sustained challenge,
even if striker Erling Haaland
were to stay fit all season.
The team has struggled
without him. “It’s always about
the quality on the field and
that’s where Bayern simply has
its nose in front. The coach also
fits Bayern perfectly,”
Rummenigge said.

